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1 - Episode One

Christine woke up slowly. Oooh…my head hurts…I don't feel so good…

She opened her eyes, and quickly regretted it as brilliant sunshine stabbed her retinas. Ow! Who
opened my windows?!

She groaned inwardly. And that is an entirely rhetorical question. Edi, my dear brother, I'm gonna kill
you!!

Rolling over to bury her face into her pillow, she felt something hugely soft roll over her head like a
cloud. Yanking her head back up, she felt the cloud-like thing fall off to the side. She opened her eyes
again, but her elbow-length black hair fell into them.

Spitting hair out of her mouth, silently swearing everlasting revenge against her brother Edi once she
figured out what was going on, Christine crammed her fists into her eyes, rubbed vigorously, and took a
good look around.

Unless Edi had somehow managed to move her into a completely different house while she had been
sleeping, she suddenly doubted he could be responsible for transforming her bed into an ebony
king-size canopy with lavender comforters, a mountain of pillows, and carvings more intricate than any
she had ever seen.

Christine stared, dumbstruck, for a moment, then yanked the lavender veils of the canopy open.

Light was pouring in from two ceiling-to-floor windows set between the ceiling and the floor of a room
she knew she had never seen before. The floor was made of ebony planks; the walls were painted a
rich, creamy gold; and from the ceiling hung a fantastic wrought-iron chandelier dripping with shifting
crystals.

The wall opposite to the windows had windows of its own, hidden behind somber black drapes. Lined up
beside these covered windows was a truly fantastic collection of nasty-looking spears, swords, and
guns.

“Oh…my…God!”

The last word came out as an involuntary shriek.

Immediately the double doors to the room flew open.

A green-haired young woman dressed in shorts, boots, and gloves, her chest covered only by a large
black belt, leaped into the room with a sword and a scream. “EIYARAGHAYGAHIHGESGH!!!”



“AAAAAAAAAAHH!!!” Christine screamed, rather more simply.

Another young woman charged in behind the first. Her long black ponytail reached her knees; the
sleeves of her open chihaya flapped in the breeze of her passing; sandals gasped for visibility beneath
her baggy red hakama with every step. She too carried a sword.

“Princess!” the second woman shouted, brandishing her sword threateningly. “Where is the danger?!
Who threatens you?!”

“What?!” Christine demanded in a voice about an octave higher than usual.

The green-haired swordwielder dashed about the room, whacking objects with the flat of her
swordblade. “We know you're here, foul shapeshifter! Come out come out wherever you are!!”

The other woman went straight to Christine, dropped down on one knee before her, and stared up at her
with slanted black eyes burning with zealous determination. “Princess, we heard your scream. What is
the matter?”

Christine stared back. Her mind was making a sound like stuck gears. “Matter?”

“Yes. What is bothering, troubling, and/ or threatening you?”

There was only one thing Christine could think of to say, so she said it. “It's…very…bright…”

“Emiko!” the woman snapped. “Board the windows!”

The green-haired woman snapped a salute and ran out of the room faster than was humanly possible.
Literally five seconds later, there was a sudden loud banging from outside, and the light from the
windows vanished, covered by a hundred nailed boards.

Emiko exploded back into the room, panting heavily. “Done, Your Majesty!”

“Is there anything else, Princess?”

Christine was about to answer when she looked at the two women again. Really looked at them. The
eyes. The build. The costumes.

“Oh my God. I'm in Disgaea!”

* * *

“This displeases you?” the woman asked anxiously. “Emiko!” she snapped. “Find this Disgaea and kill
it!”

Emiko snapped another salute.

“No, wait!” Christine cried.



Emiko, halfway to the door, stopped so fast that she fell forwards onto her face.

“That is…I mean to say…” Christine gave up with trying to make sense of it all. “Where am I?”

“In your rightfully conquered Netherworld, Princess,” the black-haired woman stated. “In the bedroom
of your new palace.”

“My palace?”

“You commanded that the old Netherworld Overlord's castle be destroyed, and your new palace raised
in its place,” the woman explained. “Following its construction within the five hours you designated as
the building time, you retired to this chamber to take your rest.”

“The old Netherworld Overlord?”

“Yes, Your Majesty.” The woman looked uncomfortable. “I realize you gave orders never to mention
him again—I apologize most abjectly.”

“Not a problem.” Christine's mind was making that stuck-gear sound again. “So, wait a minute. Are you
saying that I'm…the new Overlord of this Netherworld?”

“Of course, Princess.”

“It wasn't Laharl's Netherworld, was it?”

“No, Your Majesty. Do you wish us to conquer the Netherworld of this Laharl?”

“No, that's okay!” Christine said hastily, because Emiko looked like she might salute again. “But…if I'm
the…then…”

The new Netherworld Princess (if such she was) fell silent for a moment. The two women fell silent as
well, waiting for the command they were sure was coming.

“What's your name?” Christine asked, pointing at the black-haired woman.

“Hatoko, Majesty.”

“And you're Emiko.”

“Yes, my Princess!” Emiko bawled, saluting from her position on the floor.

“You can get up off the floor.”

“Yes, my Princess!” Emiko jumped immediately to her feet and saluted again.

“Why do you keep saluting?” Christine asked.



“FORGIVE ME, PRINCESS!! I shall stop immediately!” Emiko began to salute, remembered she wasn't
supposed to, tried to stop, and began to twitch instead.

“No, that's okay,” Christine said quickly, because Emiko looked as though her brain might explode.
“You can salute. I was just wondering why…”

Emiko finished her salute and thankfully stopped twitching. “As the Captain of your Army, it is in the job
description that I salute you as frequently as respectfully possible, Your Majesty!”

“Uh-huh…”

Emiko began to sweat. “It is the truth, Your Majesty! I can bring you my contract as proof!”

“No, I believe you, it's okay!” These people are pretty high-maintenance…

  Wait a minute, that thought almost sounded like I believed them! I don't believe them…do I? What
possible other explanation could there be for them though except that I am an Overlord? But wouldn't I
remember conquering a Netherworld? I don't even remember coming here at all! The last thing
I do remember is watching Shamanic Princess with Ian and Edi…

“Are Ian and Edi here too?”

“Ian and Edi?” Hatoko and Emiko looked at each other, then back at Christine.

“Are they here?”

Both women looked intensely nervous now. “Umm…”

“Are they here or not?” Christine demanded.

Emiko burst into violent rivers of tears and flung herself down at Christine's feet. “No, my Princess! I'm
sorry, I'm sorry! Please forgive me!!”

“What, did they die?” Christine asked, more than a little freaked-out that a Disgaea Warrior was crying
at her feet.

“I do not know!” Emiko wailed.

“Stop that crying, Emiko!” Hatoko snapped. “Hurry and organize a search party!”

Emiko jumped up and saluted again, spraying salt water everywhere. “Yes, my Princess! I shall find this
`Ian' and `Edi' for you and bring them back, dead or alive!”

“HOLD IT!!” Christine bellowed, annoyance at all the melodrama overcoming her astonishment at these
officially unusual circumstances. “I just want to know two things! Do you know where Ian and Edi are?”



“No, Princess,” Hatoko and Emiko admitted together.

“Do you know who Ian and Edi are?”

“No, Princess,” Hatoko and Emiko admitted together, cringing as though expecting to be burned at the
stake for not knowing.

“Okay then,” Christine said, feeling that the conversation was not going well. “Then just forget about it
for right now.”

“Yes, Princess,” Hatoko and Emiko sighed in relieved unison.

Okay, so they don't know Ian and—wait. WaitwaitwaitwaitWAIT. I'm thinking this like I believe them
again! I can't believe them—I can't possibly be an Overlord.

  Or can I?

  …

  There's one way to find out…

Christine stood up, noticing that she was wearing some kind of satin nightgown, and went for the door.

“Princess?” Hatoko asked, following her.

Christine reached for the door, but Emiko got there first and yanked it open. “Allow me, Princess!!”

“Er…thanks, Emiko…”

Emiko fell over backwards. Hatoko lost her footing and crashed to the floor.

“What?” Christine asked, confused.

“N…nothing, Princess,” Hatoko stammered. “N…n…nothing at all…”

Christine examined them both for a moment. Oh wait…if I'm an Overlord, I'm probably not supposed to
thank anybody, huh?…Oh well, too late now.

Christine walked out into the hallway.

* * *

Christine stood in the courtyard, arms akimbo, staring around and pondering her next move. She knew
what she needed, or wanted, to do—but doing it was going to be…interesting.

Okay…now I need something to set something else on fire with…



“Your matches are in your front pocket, Princess.”

Christine dug into the front pocket of her nightgown, and to her surprise, found a box of matches. Then
she paused. “Wait a minute. How'd you know I wanted these?”

“You had that `Now I need something to set something else on fire with' look in your eyes, Princess.”

Whoa. Now that's just creepy.

Shaking her head to knock those thoughts away, Christine withdrew a match from the box and struck it.
It exploded into a flame about three times bigger than those Christine was used to.

Neither Emiko nor Hatoko so much as blinked when Christine threw the match into a bush.

The bush's transformation into a bonfire brought a flotilla of the…bounciest…women Christine had ever
seen flying, buckets of water clutched in their tails, icy magic crackling from their finely manicured
fingers. The pink hair and the barest scraps of black covering their impossibly large endowments not so
much spoke as screamed, “Succubi!!!!” at Christine.

And now for the test.

As the succubi dived at the burning bush, readying bucket and spell to put out the fire, Christine opened
her mouth.

“Stop.”

She had deliberately spoken the word in a normal voice, without the faintest rise of volume or infliction. It
was the most neutral, “Stop,” she had ever voiced.

And with its vocalization, every last one of the succubi stopped dead.

That clinched it. She, Christine, an ordinary Earth girl, could never have commanded a pack of succubi.
Only an Overlord could command her subjects with the merest whim.

“Okay, go ahead and put it out now.”

* * *

Thirty seconds later, bush extinguished and succubi having returned to their daily duties (whatever those
might be,) Christine stood in the courtyard, alone except for Emiko and Hatoko.

“So, your Majesty,” Hatoko said, hoping she wasn't overstepping her boundaries. “The day is just
beginning. What is your agenda for today?”

“First, Hatoko.”

It was Hatoko's turn to sweat. “Y—yes, your Majesty?”



“What's my name?”

Hatoko feverishly hoped this wasn't a prologue to an order of execution. “You are Her Highest Majesty,
the Flame's Overlord, Princess Christine.”

“Chris.”

“I—I'm sorry?”

“Princess Chris. Not Christine.”

“Please forgive me, your Majesty Princess Chris! I promise I will remember in the—”

“You wanna know my agenda for today?”

Hatoko quailed. “N—only if your Majesty wishes—”

Princess Chris whirled around, her eyes alight. “Pack your sword, Hatoko. We're goin` to war!”

* * *

Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords' Dance

Etna: Rising pop star Etna has finally made her way to the sparkling stage of fame!

Chris: Hey, look, it's Etna!

Etna: With her pure, lovely voice and innocent, tantalizing sexiness, she's going all the way to the top!

Chris: Hey, Etna! I'll sing with you too!

Etna: But wait! Out of the shadows, a rival band appears!

Chris: Where's a stereo when you need one…

Etna: Can Etna's voice and sexiness win over the dirty tricks of the Subatomic Smashers?!

Chris: Emiko! Get me a stereo!

Etna: Next time, on Super Sexy Singing Star Etna, Episode Two, “Mayhem on the Stage of
Champions!”

Chris: “I'M A BARBIE GIRL, IN A BARBIE WORLD…”

Etna: TURN THAT THING OFF BEFORE I HAVE TO SMASH IT!!!
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2 - Episode Two

The steady tick-tock echoed into his brain, drawing him slowly up from his submergal deep in the oceans
of sleep. A multitude of dreams, like silver fish, darted out and away as his head broke the surface.

Edi opened one sleepy eye. The unfamiliar tick-tock drummed its toes on his ears.

“A`ri`,” he muttered, sleep-drowned mind not comprehending much of anything just yet. “A`ri`. M`p.”

The tick-tock was not fooled.

“Ahrite…”

He rolled over and dug into the pillows. The tick-tock followed him. He pulled the blankets up over his
head. The tick-tock made itself heard. He dropped his hands onto his ears. The tick-tock insinuated itself
between his fingers.

Slight annoyance at the inexorable tick-tock made Edi open both eyes.

His sky-blue blanket was illuminated by the light from his window.

Wait a minute. Sky-blue?

Edi sat up and grabbed two handfuls of the blanket, as though the color would flake off like paint at his
touch. It didn't. Slowly he looked up.

If the massive gold-and-silver sun-and-moon clock covering the ceiling hadn't been enough to tip him off
that something weird was going on, the water-painted walls and the
sky-blue-woven-through-with-silver-threads futon he was lying on would have.

Edi stared for a full minute at the cloth-of-gold pillows and multitude of slim windows in the walls, then let
out the most vituperative curse he knew.

The sliding paper doors flew open.

In strode a beautiful young woman with a brown ponytail down to her knees, carrying a stack of puffy
towels in her arms. Her open chihaya revealed a chest wrapped in bandages—a wickedly huge-looking
sword swung at her waist as she threw the towels down on a chair.

“Ah, you're awake, Your Excellency,” she said briskly. “Just in time.”

A girl with black hair and eyes skipped in behind the young woman. She was dressed in a cute little
black dress and palest lilac tights—a maid's headband rested frillily on her waist-length raven locks.



“C`mon, Your Excellency, time's a-wastin`!”

Before Edi quite knew what was happening, both young women had grabbed the corners of his blanket
and heaved. The entire blanket flew up towards the ceiling. The first woman dumped Edi off of the futon
without seeming to touch him at all, raised her hands, and caught the blanket before it could touch the
floor again. A sharp flap lashed the blanket out flat over the bed, and she busied herself tucking the ends
in and readjusting the pillows.

The girl grabbed Edi where he had been rather unceremoniously dumped on the floor. “Hurry up,
Emperor! You've got destruction at ten, pillaging at ten-thirty, ruinous warfare at eleven-twenty, and a
Disney sequel at eleven-forty-five, all before lunch at twelve-thirty! There's no time to sit around!”

“Miaki!” the first girl snapped, working fastidiously at straightening the corners of the futon. “Don't tell
the Emperor to hurry up!”

The black-haired Miaki looked up at Edi with eyes gone suddenly wide and soulful. “Please forgive me,
great Emperor-sama.”

“Uh…” Edi hedged.

“Okay!” Miaki cut him off without blinking an eye. “Hey, Shiori! He forgives me!”

“Like I care. Stop wasting time and get on with the bath!”

“The what?”

Miaki grabbed the towels Shiori had dropped with one hand, grabbed Edi with the other, and towed both
towards a paper door across from the windows.

The room beyond looked as though somebody had sunk an entire hotspring into the floor.

“Your bath, great Emperor-sama,” Miaki proclaimed, dropping the towels onto a handy rock sprouting
from the wood-panel floor and kicking the paper door closed with her foot. “Now then…”

Miaki inhaled, untied her maid's headband, and shook free her long black cascade of hair. The
headband flew to another handy rock, followed by her collar and tie. The platform heels and lilac tights
fell to the ground after them.

Edi yelped and went the same shade as Shiori's hakama as he tried to back away faster than was
humanly possible. His feet hit two separate rocks at almost the same time, sending him sprawling to the
floor. Even as he tried to get up, there was a definitive rustle that heralded the fall of Miaki's dress…

…and the revealing of a black, one-piece bathing suit.

Lord knows that Edi couldn't have gone any redder than he was and still been alive, but he tried.



Clad quite demurely in her bathing suit, Miaki shot Edi a look all innocent confusion. “Your Excellency?”

“Uh…yeah?”

“What are you doing lounging around on the floor? We're on a tight schedule here, and it's already
nine-thirty-three.”

“Uh…right…sorry…”

Edi stood up.

Miaki waited approximately ten seconds, then sighed. “All right, so I'll do it for you.”

“Do what?”

Miaki snapped her fingers.

Edi shot through the air and landed facefirst into the hotspring, nearly concussed by the rock he landed
against. Fighting his way to the surface, choking and spluttering water everywhere, it took him a moment
to realize that his clothes had been left behind sometime between Miaki's fingersnap and his
near-drowning.

“Whee!” Miaki sprang into the hot spring and caused a tsunami, nearly drowning Edi yet again. “All
right, Emperor-sama, now stay still and let me—”

“What are you—whoa! Wait! Go away!”

“You're too slow, Emperor-sama!”

“What does that have to—ack! Ow!”

“I have to go fast, Emperor-sama, or we'll be late!”

“You're not going to—yow!”

“Oh, stop being such a baby.”

“That hurt!”

“You're an Overlord! You can deal with it!”

“I'm not an—owak!”

“That was an interesting noise, Emperor-sama.”

“Don't—!”



“Is the bath too hot, Emperor-sama? You look like a lobster.”

“Uwaah!!”

* * *

Anybody who had been looking into the Overlord's room while the bath was going on would have seen
the supposedly dutiful Shiori pressed right up against the paper door, listening intently to every word and
scream from within. Anybody who knew Shiori well would not have been surprised by this
not-incredibly-subtle eavesdropping she was doing. Anybody would have. But nobody was looking.

* * *

Miaki threw open the paper door, reclad in her Mage's maid finery, having dried her long black tresses
with a simple fire spell. “We're ready for action!”

Shiori looked up from the dresser she was dusting, which she had hurriedly sprinted to when she
realized the bath was near its end. “Okay. Good.”

Edi crashed to the ground beside Miaki, wrapped in a black robe, feeling like a scrubbed and baked
potato. Miaki had scoured off skin with her 200-kilometer-per-hour “washing” technique. Edi hurt too
much to even be embarrassed anymore.

Shiori looked at Edi and did a double-take. “What did you do to him?”

“I just washed him,” Miaki said indignantly. “You know that, Shiori.”

Shiori blushed and pretended she hadn't heard the blatant reference to her spying. “You scrubbed his
skin off!”

Miaki surveyed Edi critically. “Not all of it.”

“Oy,” Shiori muttered. “Go get Aki and the seventh brigade, Miaki.”

“Aki? But Aki walks like molasses!”

“Go get her and the seventh now, Miaki.”

“But—”

“Aki.”

“But—”

Shiori pulled out her sword.

Miaki got.



* * *

Minutes later, she returned, trailed by a panting woman with knee-length blonde hair, dressed in a slinky
red-and-black evening gown, with large golden manacles around her wrists.

“All right, Shiori, I got Aki! Are you happy? Now can we please hurry, because that's put us another two
minutes and forty-seven seconds behind schedule, and we were already seven minutes and thirty-three
seconds behind!!”

Shiori ignored her. “Aki, this idiot did some minor damage to our Overlord. Could you heal him for us?”

“Of…course…your…Excel…lency,” Aki panted, leaning against the dresser, sweat rolling down her pale,
triangular face and long column of bare throat. “I'll…get…right…on…it…”

“Miaki!”

Miaki made a face at Shiori. “Waaaht?”

“Where is the seventh?”

“They're coming. They couldn't take the stairs thirteen at a time, so they fell behind.”

“Of course they can't! They can barely climb steps at all! That's why we installed an elevator!”

“But that thing takes so long!!”

Shiori and Miaki squared off for battle, just as Aki finally recovered enough breath to wave one manacled
hand at Edi.

Rings of softly glowing green light shimmered in and out of existence all around Edi, filling his skin with a
cool, flowing softness which bathed away the pain of Miaki's scrubbery.

“WOOOOOW…”

Aki tried to blush, but was far too exhausted by trying to keep up with Miaki to succeed. “It…was
nothing…your Ex…cellency…”

“Can I ask you something?” Edi asked, because Shiori had pulled her sword on Miaki and Miaki was
running around the room screaming. “Why is everybody calling me your Excellency?”

“Because…you're…the Overlord…your…Excellency,” Aki gasped, looking at once pooped and worried.
“Would you prefer…a different…title?”

“No, it's not that, it's fine, it's just…” Edi racked his brains for how to describe the problem, and finally
settled for, “I'm not an Overlord.”



“Of course you are, your Excellency.” Shock finally overcame panting. “You conquered the last
Overlord just yesterday.”

“The last Overlord?”

Aki looked even more uncomfortable than she already had. “I realize I should not mention him, your
Excellency, but you did.”

“I did?” Funny…the last thing I remember is watching Shamanic Princess with Ian and Chris…I couldn't
have forgotten conquering a Netherworld…could I have? I am the oblivious one out of us, after all…

Then the door banged open yet again.

And, in total disarray, beaks open, tongues lolling, peg legs shaking with the exertion of carrying their
pear-shaped little bodies up seventeen flights of royal stairs, in piled a troop of completely exhausted
Prinnies.

Edi forgot his memories of the previous night. He forgot his attempt to communicate that he was not an
Overlord. He forgot Shiori and Miaki even as Shiori cleaved a grandfather clock in half and Miaki blew up
a vase in her face.

“OMGWTFBBQ—PRINNIES!!!!”

* * *

Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords' Dance

Etna: Apprentice geisha Etna has fallen on hard times in her training…

Edi: Oh my God, it's Etna!!

Etna: Her cruel teacher, Hatsuflonne, is jealous of her potential, and has refused to teach her further…

Edi: Is that Flonne too?!

Etna: But out of the shadows, a mysterious mentor appears to lead her to new heights of geisha glory!

Edi: Oh my God, that's Jennifer!!!

Etna: Clad in a shimmering new kimono, Etna spellbinds all with her captivating cherry blossom dance!

Edi: Wow, Etna in a kimono!

Etna: Next time, on Memoirs of an Etna, Episode Three, “The Evil Plot of Hatsuflonne!”

Edi: Yay! Banzai! Banzai!



Etna: Will somebody get that kid out of here?!
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3 - Episode Three

Waking up on his own was always a luxury for Ian. Usually his alarm clock bawled him up out of bed at
five-fifteen in the morning, earlier than the sun even deigned to rise, trying to hustle him into squeezing
in a few minutes of writing before he had to hare off to school on his bicycle. But on weekends such as
this, he could wake up as slowly as he wanted, relish the dreams from the night, curl up around the
multitude of pillows and—

He only had one pillow.

Ian opened his eyes, and for one brief moment thought he was still dreaming.

His eyes were drenched with shifting, falling, reflecting, shattering, glittering, sparkling scraps of
iridescent light. It nearly blinded him in its shimmering glory. Reflexively, he reached up for his glasses,
hoping to make some sense out of the kaleidoscope around him, but instead of the familiar little shelves
that were supposed to be at the head of his bed, his fingers tangled in filmy veils of gauze.

“What the bloody hell…?”

Ian got to his feet, pushing away something that felt but didn't look at all like his old down comforter, and
realized in the process that he was wearing a shirt and pants made out of what felt like the lightest of
airy silks.

“I did not go to sleep wearing this. I don't even own anything like this.”

Shock and confusion bred italics in Ian's self-directed dialogue—always had, probably always would.

“What is going on here? I don't even remember falling asleep! I was in Edi's house, watching Shamanic
Princess with him and Christine…and then…now…I'm here, in somewhere I've never seen, wearing
something I do not own. Actually, in somewhere I still haven't seen, because I don't have my glasses.
And I can't see anything!”

Which was slightly frightening, now that he thought about it.

“Okay, no use panicking. I have to actually do something. Something aside from stand here and talk to
myself.”

Carefully, Ian blundered forward, nearly tripping over several fluffy pillows scattered hither and yon
across his path and nearly strangling in the gauze somehow hanging in the air. The dancing
rose-gold-azure light, though lovely, combined with Ian's myopia to make it almost impossible for him to
see anything.

Then something shone brilliantly brightly.



Ian squinted, rendered effectively blind by this third strike against his eyesight. All he could see was a
shimmering emerald light, which reflected off of everything, turning the world green.

“Milord? Ah, perfect, you're already awake! The last Overlord was such a lazy bum. She had us come
and wake her up at dinner every day.”

Something bright and purple materialized out of the emerald light, which was dying down, filtering back
to pink and gold.

“But you seem to be up with the sun. Isn't it gorgeous when it's all pinky like this at sunrise? I wish my
room was like this. But then it wouldn't be the Overlord's room, would it? And I got to use a king's
ransom stolen from a sunken ship to furnish my room anyways.”

“Sorry?” Ian said blankly.

“Your glasses, Milord!” The purple thing came closer and shoved something on Ian's nose—and
suddenly the world leapt into focus.

Unbelievable focus.

Ian's mind had seen some pretty weird and fantastical things, but this…this went so far beyond its
comprehension that it froze completely, trying to absorb what it could see.

The room was a tower, the very top of a tall tower looming hundreds of feet above the ground. And it
could be seen that this tower was hundreds of feet above the ground, because it was made completely
out of faceted, ice-like crystal.

The early sunlight was caught by every facet of the multisided tower room, transforming translucence
into shimmering pink touched with gold, causing the entire room to glow as though by magic. The spilling
carnation light dripped through the veils of lightest white gauze, which fell from the highest point of the
tapering ceiling to surround the only recognizable object in the room—a bed of sorts, a huge circular
mattress laid flat upon the crystal floor like a giant cloud, covered by pure white comforters and a
sprinkle of snowy pillows. All the white fabric further caught the golden pink of the rising sun's light,
seeming almost to glow.

The truly spectacular part of the room, however, was the ceiling, where the floating veils of gauze met at
a single golden point at the apex of the ceiling's height. For dripping down from this crystal ceiling were
impossible sparkling shapes formed from innumerable crystal prisms, each and every one catching the
brilliant morning light and reflecting it out as twirling rainbows, which were in turn caught by the faceted
walls to add further to the ambient lightshow. This was what was responsible for the dizzying blurred
iridescence Ian had awoken to.

To call it mindblowing would be an understatement of criminal degree.

“So anyway, as I was saying, the last Overlord was just lazy lazy lazy. You couldn't get her up before
six-`o-clock if there was a war going on. Then she gorged herself at dinner, plunked down to play video



games all night, and went to bed at five in the morning, just before sunrise. She really didn't—oops, I'm
not supposed to mention her, am I? My bad, milord.”

This all came from a small young woman with waist-length amethyst hair, dressed in the frilly dress and
headband of a maid, at least a foot shorter than Ian's six feet. She would have seemed even shorter
were it not for the height offered by her (color?) heeled shoes. At her waist hung a rather odd-looking
feather duster, which she removed from her belt with a businesslike air and began to flick over every
surface in the room.

“Subaru's coming up now,” the purple maid informed Ian. “I've been trying to improve the transportation
symbols to include more than one person in a go all by myself, but I still haven't made any progress. It's
starting to tick me—ah, here he comes now!”

His brain making a vague kind of connection between this rather odd sentence and the sudden
appearance of the maid when she was still a purple blob, Ian looked back to where that purple blob had
first appeared and saw on the floor—thrown into focus now by his glasses—a large circle of runic sigils
traced in some luminescent kind of brilliant lime-colored light. This was presumably what the maid meant
by “transportation symbols.”

Even as Ian began to understand the connection his brain had made, the symbols flashed like a
miniature lime sun all over again. Ian had to squinch his eyes closed against it. Then out of the
unbearable brightness came another voice, this one definitively masculine. “Nanairo!! You woke the
new Overlord up?! Didn't it occur to you he might not sleep as deeply as the old one?!”

“You're not supposed to mention her, Subaru!” the maid's voice said. “Besides, he was already awake
when I—owch! Hey! Stoppit! OWWWWIEEEEE!!!!”

Green afterimages still dancing faintly in his vision, Ian opened his eyes to see the purple
maid—Nanairo—having her ear yanked at a rather painful angle by a sun-browned, whiplash-lean boy
wearing green trousers, brown fingerless gloves, and a pair of indigo goggles pushed up into his spiky
blonde bangs. His boots and rather unusual winged backpack were the same indigo shade as his
goggles—aside from the backpack's bulky straps, the only clothing he wore on his sandy-brown torso
was a necklace of small red and blue stones.

Dear God in Heaven…or Hell…or something. I'm standing in the same room as a Scout and a Prism
Mage. I'm in Disgaea.

* * *

“OWIE! OWIE!! OWWIIEEEES!! LEGGO, SUBARU!! YOU'RE BEING MEAN!! I DIDN'T WAKE HIM
UP!!!”

“That's what you said about the dragon in the Sea of Gehenna!!”

“But I really mean it this time!!” Nanairo wailed. “I just came in and found the Overlord being
surrounded by giant spiders—”



“Whoa, excuse me?” Ian demanded. “Giant whats?”

“You're doing it again!!” Subaru yelled, bearing down harder on Nanairo's ear.

“OWWW!! WAAAAAAAAHHH!!!” Nanairo burst into veritable seas of tears. “Okay! Okay! I give! It
wasn't giant spiders! It was zombies! And I had to Mega Fire them before theyyyyooOOOWWWW!!”

“The Overlord wouldn't need help to destroy a group of pathetic zombies!” Subaru started to shake
Nanairo's head back and forth. “Stop lying!”

“There were no zombies!” Ian flared, figuratively stepping into the fray. “There wasn't anything! I woke up
and she came in and gave me my glasses! That's all!”

Subaru dropped Nanairo like a hot potato. Dignity (?) lost, Nanairo lay on the floor and bawled.

“Forgive me, milord!” Subaru gasped, bowing deeply. His backpack stared upside-down over him and
winked lasciviously. “I forgot myself! I should have respected your privacy until I better understood your
needs! And please forgive Nanairo as well—she can't help herself!”

Ian, somewhat sidetracked by the looks cast at him from the backpack, had to forcibly drag himself back
on subject. “What's with her? Talking about giant spiders and zombies?”

“Nanairo,” Subaru explained, glaring down at her as she continued to water the floor, “is a pathological
liar.”

“Am not!”

“See?”

The logic was indisputable.

“Ah. That would explain it. Um…Subaru…”

Subaru jerked upright again. “YES?!”

The vehemence of the response took Ian somewhat aback. “Er…um…where am I?”

Subaru looked genuinely confused. “You are in the palace of your Netherworld, conquered in single
combat as of yesterday. In the Crystal Tower—the retreat solely of the Overlord and whoever the
Overlord deigns to…” Subaru groped for a word, finding only a blush that spread rather vocally across
his desert-colored face. “…honor.”

“I see.” Ian made a mental translation from “honor” to “sleep with” and added a note that the previous
Overlord didn't seem to have presented that great of an example to her subjects. “So I really am in a
Netherworld.”

“Of course, milord,” Subaru said. “Was there ever any doubt?”



“Well, you know, milord,” Nanairo began, her teary misery gone as quickly as it had appeared, “there is
a rumor that this isn't really a Netherworld at all, but really a front made by sea cucumbers to—”

Subaru stomped on her.

“Anyways!” Ian interrupted rather desperately, although far too late to stop Nanairo from redissolving
into wails, “you said that I'm also the new Overlord?”

“Yes, milord,” Subaru said over Nanairo's prone body.

“Then if that's the case,” Ian said, not entirely sure he was convinced, “could you two take me to where
I would go to make new charac—uh—vassals?”

“Right away, Milord!” Nanairo leapt to her feet, all harm and tears forgotten. “Please follow me!”

She skipped forward onto the transportation symbol circle, stuffed her feather duster (which she had not
dropped all throughout her punishments and resulting tantrums) back onto her belt, and folded her
hands in front of her face as though praying.

“Oh great powers that be interred in these runic shapes,” she intoned gravely, “release your great
influence from the bonds of the abstract and send it to me here in malleable form! With your awesome
strength, great powers, please follow the writ of this circle to send me to a new destination!”

The runes began to shine with light again. Anticipating it this time, Ian covered his eyes.

“Displace me through space and time to the location laid out in this circle!” Nanairo called. “Teleport
Me!”

The light exploded, and Nanairo vanished.

“That's an awfully long incantation,” Ian said, letting his hands fall again.

“We've tried to shorten it,” Subaru explained. “It never works—or it does work, but it ends up turning
people into fish or sending them to the other side of the Netherworld. It turned the last Overlord into a
ferret for three days—and was she mad about that.” Then he blushed again, becoming rather the color of
a steadily browning rose. “I'm sorry, milord—I didn't—”

Ian refrained from rolling his eyes with an effort. “Please, enough of `milord.' It sounds way too weird. My
name's Ian, and I'm ordering you to call me that.”

Before Subaru could respond, Ian stepped forward onto the transportation symbol himself. “All right, so
what's that incantation again? I think it'll take a few times before I can remember that whole thing.”

* * *

The transportation symbol's twin was strategetically placed at the center of the Overlord's palace, in a



large room blossoming off on all levels in all directions. From this room, or so Nanairo (a less than
reliable source) assured Ian, one could reach all other sections of the palace.

The room was cavernous, and had oddly the same shape as a pumpkin, albeit the largest pumpkin ever
imagined—overhead, the ceiling curved in clear crystal ribs, revealing the aquamarine sky and the tall,
glimmering figure of the Crystal Tower directly overhead. All around them, small spiraling staircases
gilded with gold pirouetted out into the air, surrounding a massive sweeping grand staircase made of
pale marble, gliding regally down to the floor of a foyer covered in a deep fluffy carpet of pale leaf green.

A badger girl greeted them at the bottom of the marble staircase.

“Greetings, Overlord! Will you be soliciting the Dark Assembly today?”

Ian did a double-take. “Are you a badger girl?”

The girl checked. “Well, I have stripes and the right kind of tail, so I believe so, milord.”

“Christine really had me nailed, didn't she?”

“Overlord?”

“Nothing, never mind, forget it. No, no Dark Assembly today…I was hoping to create some vassals,
though…”

“Well, I can certainly help you with that!” The badger girl adjusted the hem of her emerald dress, which
was shorter than a quick sneeze. “Right this way. Please lay your hands on this crystal, and I'll be your
tutorial.”

Ian laid his hands on the crystal the badger girl indicated—it was huge and multifaceted, raised up on a
kind of golden spire stand, and it glowed with a pearly, opalescent light. Under Ian's touch, it flashed
briefly with all the colors of the rainbow, then returned to a milky, restfully-colored glimmer.

The badger girl adjusted her dress again, then pulled from nowhere a sheaf of cue cards covered with
block-lettered sentences. She cleared her throat importantly. “Ahem! `Welcome to the Overlord Vassal
Creation System Tutorial. Kindly have the vital statistics of your preferred vassal in mind before
beginning creation.' ” The badger girl looked over her cards at Ian, dark eyes serious in her striped face.
“Do you have a preferred vassal in mind?”

“I think so—yes,” Ian agreed.

“Super. Then…” The badger girl cleared her throat again and switched to a new cue card. “ `Please
decide the level of competence for your vassal, either Good-for-nothing, Incompetent, Average, Skilled,
Distinguished, or Genius. Keep in mind that unlocking Distinguished or Genius class requires a written
petition from the Dark Assembly. If you desire this class, but have no petition, kindly withdraw from the
system and get your butts over to beg for one.' ” The badger girl looked up again. “Which class would
you prefer?”



“Skilled.” Then Ian had a slight nagging worry. “Wait…doesn't it take mana to create vassals? I'm not
sure I have any mana to—”

Suddenly, the very weirdest feeling Ian had ever had in his life ran over his entire body from head to toe.
It felt like a vacuum cleaner moving over each individual hair on his skin, leaving him feeling airbrushed
and dizzy.

“Are you okay, milord?” Nanairo asked anxiously.

“I…think…so,” Ian answered dazedly.

“The necessary mana has been withdrawn!” The badger girl flicked her tail. “ `Your vassal is being
created. Please give him a name while he is being formed.' ”

“He?” Subaru inquired.

“He.” Ian considered. “Alejandro. Alej for short.”

The crystal Ian still held between his hands suddenly emitted a soft ringing tone like windchimes. Ian
jumped—the entire crystal had vibrated with the sound, sending echoes through his arms.

A sparkling whirlwind burst forth from the crystal, causing Ian to jump backwards with an involuntary
squeak. The whirlwind crystallized and took on form, shimmering like a heat mirage, and hardened into
reality, resolving itself to be a tall, muscular, fiercely redheaded man with rose-wine skin, extremely
prominent canines, and absolutely no clothing.

Nanairo whistled appreciatively. “I like your mana, milord.”

“Eh?” The man seemed disoriented, as might be expected. “Huh? Whutha…?”

Ian flushed deeply. “I didn't—that wasn't—it's—somebody get him some clothes!!”

The badger girl turned to her last cue card. “Um… `Congratulations! Your vassal has been completed.' ”
She replaced the cards into nowhere, and they vanished. “Don't worry, there's always a Prinny on hand
to outfit the new recruits.”

Sure enough, the badger girl had no sooner finished speaking than a Prinny came tottling up, flippers full
with a mountain of yellow and red fabric. Within moments, the Prinny had a pair of voluminous yellow
pantaloons cinched decently around the muscular waist with a leather belt.

Nanairo sighed. “Wait'll I tell the girls about that…”

Subaru glared at her. “By the time you tell it, it'll be a tale taller than the Crystal Tower!”

“It already was,” Nanairo said wickedly.

Subaru pulled a harisen out of the air and smacked Nanairo with it. “Hentai!!”



The certain eruption between Nanairo and Subaru was halted only by something that sounded like the
mashing gears of a bad car engine in the middle of Death Valley during a heatwave.

Everybody, including the Prinny and the newly-created Alejandro, looked at Ian.

“Wow,” Ian said, laughing embarrassedly. “Even my stomach's never been that loud before…”

“Your stomach? That was your stomach? I thought it was the giant red bull underneath the castle
snoring for the third time this centur—OUCH!!”

“Oh, I get it!” the badger girl exclaimed. “That's why you made a Dark Chef for your vassal!”

Alejandro, the Dark Chef in question, was too busy trying to make sense of the Chinese vest the Prinny
was trying to force onto him to pay much attention to the unveiled secret of his life.

“Yeah, pretty much,” Ian admitted. “Hey, um…what's your name?”

The badger girl began to twiddle her fingers, trying to hide her face behind her shoulder-length
mahogany hair. “Kitty.”

“Ki—?” Ian blinked. “But—”

“I know!” the badger girl interrupted, clouding up. “I know—it's not—not the right kind of name for a 
badger.” Rainclouds of despair roiled up as she clouded, appearing with the same startling suddenness
of everything else in this place. “It's my parents' fault! They're so crazy about X-Men!”

She pulled a leaf-colored handkerchief out of thin air and wiped away a threatening tear. The rainclouds
began to rain busily on the Prinny.

The idea that the parents of a badger girl named Kitty were X-Men fanatics was a little much for Ian to
digest after the rest of the morning, so he decided to push it aside for now. “No, I think it kind of fits
you.”

Kitty lit up like a Christmas tree, dispelling the rainclouds, much to the Prinny's relief. “You think so?!”

“Oh, most definitely. It's cute. It fits you.”

Kitty's eyes went watery with happiness, and she dabbed at them with her handkerchief again. “Oh,
thank you, milord!”

Ian sighed inwardly. That title was going to chase him, wasn't it. “No, thank you for helping me with
Alejandro. Just, could you tell me one more thing?”

“Anything, milord!”

“Where's the kitchen?”



* * *

Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords' Dance

Etna: The super monster trainer Etna has captured one of every monster species in the Netherworld!

Ian: Hey…what the heck is Etna doing wearing a baseball cap?

Etna: With her boundless spirit and the help of her monster friends, she has become the Ultimate
Trainer!

Ian: Oh, I must be in her little end-of-the-episode thing.

Etna: But wait! There, in the sky! It's a bird, it's a plane, it's a…

Ian: A what?

Etna: It's the very rarest and most powerful of all monsters—an Etna Clone!!

Ian: Those Clone Geoforce panels are a pain, aren't they?

Etna: Next time, on Monster Mistress Etna, Episode Four, “The Eternal Battle Between Etnas!”

Ian: How can it be eternal if it ends at the end of the series?

Etna: …Will you shut up? Your practicality is really getting me down.
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4 - Episode Four

“The army has assembled, Your Majesty!” Emiko proclaimed, saluting. “They are waiting to hear your
words of wisdom!”

Chris waited for Hatoko to finish lacing up her knee-high high-heeled black leather boots, then turned to
face Emiko. As soon as she had made her declaration of war, Chris had returned to her room to garb
herself in raiment better befitting a Netherworld Princess.

She was now outfitted in a snug black sleeve- and strapless top and a short black leather skirt
ornamented with three belts, beneath a sleeveless sky-blue coat that came down to just past her skirt
and was fastened across her ribcage with two burgundy crystals. Black fingerless gloves came up
halfway above her elbows, cinched into security with miniature belts—more belts encircled the black
tights hugging her legs. A black leather choker dripping a perfectly round burgundy crystal and a silver
feronniere equipped with yet another crystal completed the ensemble. Hatoko, who had helped her pick
out the outfit, had assured her that the crystals were steeped in protective spells to help ensure the
survival of the wearer. Chris had observed that they couldn't have worked very well, since their old
owner was now dead. Hatoko had said, rather delicately, that the former Overlord hadn't been wearing
these crystals when she had fought Chris, and tried very hard not to imply that had the former Overlord
done so, the outcome of that fight might have been different.

Shaking back her long black hair, Chris took a step towards Emiko. And another. And another, enjoying
the feeling of power this outlandish but definitely tasteful outfit gave her. There really was truth to that old
saying, “The costume makes the clown.” Or, in this case, the Netherworld Princess.

“All right then, Emiko, show me to them!” Chris dropped her heel onto the ground, smiling inwardly at
the decisive clack it made.

“Right this way, Majesty!” Emiko bowed Chris through a door out onto a balcony.

* * *

The balcony was about two stories above the ground, and the ground was covered with a positive legion
of creations. Female Warriors and long-haired Ronin compared the sizes of the gigantic swords they
carried. Archers giggled secretively with wand-wielding Magi. Succubi bounced in midair, drawing the
astounded stares of a brigade of Prinnies. Kitkats practiced their martial arts skills against female
Brawlers. A trio of Professors tinkered with a tank while helpful Merchants stood by, handing them parts
and tools. A phalanx of Knights stood stiffly at attention while a pack of loose-limbed female Soldiers
loaded their rifles nearby. Whip Masters equipped with glowing Beam Sabers barked out military orders
over their impressive busts, while flame-haired Amazons ignored them. A group of multicolored Idols,
every color from red to white, freshened up each other's paint jobs and practiced vocal warm-up
exercises.



Chris stared down with something like astonishment. This was her army? This incredible array of
high-powered ladies, all armed to the teeth, all ready to march at her slightest word—this was the
population of her Netherworld?

For a moment, Chris was seized with the un-Overlord-ish desire to cut and run. Being the center of the
attention of all these women—all of whom looked capable of tearing her apart, and half of whom looked
like they might want to—was suddenly almost maybe just on the verge of unbearable. She actually felt
her knees bend like pasta. She was only thirteen, for screaming out loud! She couldn't lead these people
into battle!

She turned around, not sure what exactly was running through her mind, knowing only that she was
terrified, and saw Emiko and Hatoko. Emiko saluted so energetically that she nearly concussed herself;
Hatoko looked like she was going to cry with pride, seeing Chris getting ready to address her troops for
the first time. Something about their trust in her—or maybe about how funny and ridiculous the both of
them were—squared her shoulders and stilled her knees. And suddenly she wasn't scared. Suddenly she
was ragingly excited.

Chris whirled back around, faced her army, and raised her gloved arms.

“Hey, guys!!”

All conversation down on the ground died instantly. With a great swishing murmur of shifting cloth and
turning boots, every single person in the courtyard turned to look up at Chris, their eyes radiating almost
fanatical devotion.

Chris drew in all of that devotion, boosting herself with it, and when she next spoke, she surprised even
herself with the tremendous force of her voice. “We are all gathered here today for one reason, and one
reason only! We are going to war!!”

There was an explosion of cheers from the courtyard. The Brawlers and Whip Masters seemed
particularly pleased with this statement.

“I am now officially declaring war on Laharl's Netherworld!” Chris shouted, glorying in the words. “Once
our final preparations are complete, we march there immediately, and we shall conquer that Netherworld
and claim Laharl as MY vassal! Because I am Laharl's Number One Ichiban Fangirl!!” Damn straight
she was! “Your goal is simple! Kill anything and everything that gets between me and my Laharl!”

The cheers grew suddenly louder.

Chris considered. “Well, almost everything. Don't kill Etna. Or Flonne either, I guess.”

A muttered, “Awww,” went up from Chris' abruptly-depressed troops.

“But anything else, is completely fair game!”

Enthusiasm was restored.



“So grab your weapons!”

A sea of swords, spears, axes, guns, bows, staffs, bombs, and lightsabers shot up across the courtyard.

“Put on your armor!”

The Merchants opened their trusty bags and removed helmets, breastplates, belts, and cloaks by the
handfuls, which they distributed out to the crowd with the easy generosity of Merchants knowing they
were going to get paid double what the armor was worth as soon as this war was over.

“And let's—go—kick—some—BUTT!!!!”

The army exploded into raging, cheering, bloodthirsty chaos.

* * *

“Hatoko!” Chris declared, riding back in from the balcony on a burgeoning wave of adrenaline.

“Yes, Your Majesty?”

“I need to make at least fifty new vassals, and I need my Dimensional Gatekeeper as soon as
possible.” Chris paused. “I do have a Dimensional Gatekeeper, don't I?”

“Of course, Your Majesty,” Hatoko agreed. “Eida has been the Dimensional Gatekeeper at this castle
for almost seven hundred years now.”

“But we can't bring her to you or anything, Princess,” Emiko said, the words clearly shaming her.
“Dimensional Gatekeepers are outside of the influence of even Overlords. They never go anywhere they
don't want to. Eida hasn't left the Dimensional Gateway for almost seven hundred years now.”

“Not a problem.” Chris strode from the room, high heels clacking against the floor. “Take me to the Dark
Assembly. I've got vassals to make.”

* * *

“Are you ready?!” Chris shouted to her troops.

“READY!! READY!! KILL!! KILL!!”

Sure sounds like it. “All right!” Chris turned to her Dimensional Gatekeeper—a beautiful Cleric, her
flowing black gown shimmering with crimson like oil on water, her hair as straight and bright as a golden
flame. “Eida, if you would…?”

“Of course, Princess,” Eida replied, her voice a dulcet velvet murmur. “The Netherworld of the Overlord
Laharl, correct? It is fairly close by. This should not take long.”

She turned to the whirling cerulean vortex behind her and raised her arms.



Mystical power outside of the realms of normality flashed and danced from Eida's fingers and slid into
the cerulean whirlpool, changing it, stretching it, expanding it into a huge gaping black hole hanging in
midair—a wormhole to another place and time.

“Now, simply enter the Dimensional Gateway, Princess,” Eida said, completely unruffled by the hole
she had just opened in space, “and you shall find yourself in Laharl's Netherworld.”

Chris nerved herself and fell forward into the darkness, letting the world disappear around her.

* * *

“Prince Laharl! Prince Laharl!”

The overexcited Brownie came charging into the throne room of Overlord Prince Laharl, remembered it
needed to make proper obeisance, and pulled up short to fall over flat.

Laharl looked up from his extremely important list of things to do today (1. Tease Flonne. 2. Capture and
torture some new prisoners. 3. Give Prinnies senseless backbreaking tasks to do. 4. Tease Flonne
some more. 5. Blow up some important natural landmarks. 6. Send insulting letters to Prier and tell her
Alexander did it. 7. Tease Flonne until dinner.) and frowned at the Brownie. Laharl's frown had been
known to crack windows. “What the hell is your problem?”

“Prince Laharl!” The Brownie got to its feet, waving its arms frantically. “We're under attack!”

“WHAT?!?!” Laharl jumped off of his throne, shoved the Brownie out of the way, and ran to the nearest
window. “AGAIN?!?!?!”

The sight the demon prince saw when he gazed out of the window was so horrible, so terrible, that he let
out a scream that shook the foundations of his castle.

Etna, Laharl's most “loyal” and “trusted” vassal (if you asked the right people,) floated into the throne
room, a look of irritated boredom fixed with easy familiarity on her little-girl-ish features. “What is it now,
Prince? Flonne leave one of her Love and Justice Forever comic books lying around again?”

Laharl ran past her, screaming.

Etna watched her overlord career down the corridor she had just exited with one eyebrow raised. “That
must've been one lovey-dovey comic. I haven't seen him freak out that much since the whole
Succubi-attack thing in Jotunheim.”

A loud explosion came from outside the window. Etna sighed like a martyr and drifted over to the
window. “HEY! KEEP IT THE HELL DOWN OUT—”

The scene that greeted her eyes was not at all what she had been expecting.

A seemingly limitless number of Succubi was mobbing the castle in droves.



Etna abandoned all pretense of boredom and ran after Laharl. “PRINCE!! WE'RE UNDER ATTACK
AGAIN!!”

* * *

Chris was standing safely at the back of her army with Emiko and Hatoko, waiting until access to the
inside of the castle was gained before she brought herself forward. She wanted to keep herself at 100%
strength until she faced Laharl.

Her strategy was actually quite simple. Having played Disgaea, Chris knew Laharl's two
weaknesses—optimism and women with sexy bodies. Keeping the second weakness in mind, she had,
just before setting off to Laharl's Netherworld, created a virtual horde of level 1 Good-For-Nothing
Succubi to use as shock troops. Although the poor level 1 Succubi had no chance in battle against
Laharl's much better trained vassals, they soon proved themselves above their titles, as they were
indeed good for two separate things. Firstly, by throwing themselves into the melee, they distracted
Laharl's vassals, who wasted their time cutting them down by the dozens until Chris' own real
vassals—the army she had massed in the courtyard—suddenly appeared out of nowhere with weaponry in
their hand and murder in their eye.

Secondly, the Succubi's massive mounds of barely-covered bouncing bosom were having a very definite
effect on Laharl inside of his castle. The scream he had let out when he had looked out the window had
not gone unheard by Chris. Mixed on the front lines with her throngs of Succubi were
copiously-endowed Whip Masters, well-fleshed Amazons, big-bosomed Knights, bare-breasted Kitkats,
and overly-voluptuous Ronin, all gorgeously sexy and prominently displayed. This display of sexiness
was causing Laharl intense pain. That earlier scream proved it.

Behind her front lines of busty beauties, Chris had lined up her Warriors, Soldiers, Professors,
Merchants, and Archers, and ordered them to rain havoc down on Laharl's vassals with everything they
had. This task they had taken joyfully to heart. The bullets and bombs this second rank of fighters sent
flying at Laharl's vassals almost made Chris feel sorry for them.

And finally, at the very back, surrounding Chris and her two attendants like a multicolored cloud, were all
of the Magi and Idols. The Magi added their staff-boosted spells to the mayhem raining down on Laharl's
already shell-shocked vassals—meanwhile, the Idols kept a steady stream of healing and protective
spells pouring over Chris' troops.

For a thirteen-year-old who had never seen battle, this was an excellent example of tactics.

“We're almost to the castle, Your Majesty,” Hatoko said quite calmly as she leapt into the air and threw
a whirling blade of exploding air down at two Golems who were trying to fight their way through the
eddying currents of women fighting everywhere. “Have you a weapon?”

“A weapon!” Chris had known she was forgetting something. “Darn it! I forgot!”

“You can borrow this!” Emiko offered, holding up her sword.



Chris eyed the sword, which was almost as wide as she was. “Uh…thanks, Emiko, but no thanks.” She
snapped her fingers. “Merchant!”

A Merchant zoomed up out of nowhere, throwing a few last bombs as she came. “You called, Your
Majesty?”

“What's your name?”

“Titania, Your Majesty.”

“Titania, I need a weapon.” Chris considered. “Something light and easy to use, but cool and
devastating enough to blow a hole in a solid brick wall. You got anything?”

Titania threw down her bag of items, pulled it open, and began to root through it. “Well, according to my
records, Your Majesty, you're experienced with daggers, hammers, rifles, and bazookas.”

“Awesome!!”

“I'm afraid I don't have any hammers, though. But, I did just get a rather nice bazooka in—the Dragoon.
Tec-rating of 520. What do you say?”

“What do I say? What do I say?!” Chris snatched the offered bazooka. “I say you've got yourself a deal,
that's what I say!”

“Excellent!” Titania beamed, clearly seeing her next paycheck soar. “Can I interest you in anything
else? A helmet, a shield, a backup dagger just in case?”

“Nope, this'll do just fine. Go ahead back and keep killing things, Titania. And thanks for the help!”

Titania tripped and fell flat on her face. Emiko twitched from head to toes all in one motion. Hatoko
missed her landing from her Wind Cutter attack and landed on her head.

Chris sighed. Geez, you'd think nobody ever thanked them before in their lives…

* * *

“We've secured the inside of the castle!” Hatoko shouted, shoving a chair into the drawbridge
mechanisms to stop them from rising anytime soon. “Come on, Princess!”

Chris hurried over the drawbridge into the courtyard of Laharl's castle, bazooka resting with the utmost
comfort on her shoulder, so excited she could hardly breathe. She was actually storming Laharl's castle!
She was winning! Before today was over, Laharl would be the actual property of one of his fangirls!

(At that moment, Laharl screamed again, an incredibly bad feeling shivering down his spine like knives.)

“Princess! Look out!!” Emiko threw herself at Chris and knocked her out of the way.



A group of Brownies hiding on the ramparts had suddenly popped up and launched spiraling spheres of
Petit Fire down at the invading Overlord. Emiko's dive just barely saved her princess from being turned
into Kentucky Fried Chris.

As they fell to the ground, Chris moved with reflexes she hadn't known she had. The bazooka landed on
her shoulder—her eyes zeroed onto the target—her aim congealed and locked—and she squeezed the
trigger.

The bazooka shot an astoundingly large missile up at the ramparts. Before the Brownies could run
away, the missile connected, and exploded, blowing all of the Brownies sky-high. They spiraled back
towards the ground like airsick kites, dissolving in midair back into the mana they had been made from.

Titania had not been lying when she had said that Chris was experienced with bazookas.

* * *

Flonne was completely unaware that the castle she called home was under attack by an army half-made
up of Succubi. She was blissfully doing her favorite thing in the world: spreading the message of joy and
love to anybody and anything that would listen.

“Now, all together, class!” she caroled to her “class”—a small contingent of Prinnies and an Archer who
had wandered into Flonne's room by accident and been roped into the proceedings since then. “What is
love?”
“The best thing in the world, dood!” chorused back the Prinnies, who were just glad to be skipping work.

“And where is love?”

“Inside of all of us, dood!”

“And how do you get love?”

“By giving it away, dood!”

Flonne sighed with happiness. “I'm so proud of you all!”

The door slammed open, and Etna barged in, dragging a half-unconscious Laharl behind her.

Etna's appearance, in and of itself, was unusual. Etna had never set foot into Flonne's room ever since
she had gotten the Titanic poster. Laharl's appearance was even more unusual—Laharl had never so
much as touched Flonne's door in living memory. For both of them to enter at the same time was nothing
short of mindboggling, and the Prinnies, their tiny minds easily boggled, quickly fled the scene by way of
the window, not sure what the Overlord was doing in their classroom but pretty sure it involved their
skipping work and the punishments that followed thereof.

“Flonne!” Etna gasped, completely ignoring the Prinnies. “We've got trouble.”

“Etna?” Flonne got the quizzical look that Etna was way too familiar with on her face. “What's wrong?



Oh my!” For now she had noticed who Etna was carrying. “What's happened to Laharl?!”

“There's some crazy chick with a bazooka coming after him, and the castle's swarming with Succubi.
We've gotta get him out of here, before—”

“Found you!!” shouted a voice.

Into Flonne's pink- and poster-covered room burst a young girl dressed in black, flanked by a Warrior
and a Ronin. The girl's commanding attitude and the way her eyes zoomed in on Laharl as though by
radar, as well as the large bazooka thrown casually onto her shoulder, pointed her out as the clear
leader of the trio.

“Hi Etna! Hi Flonne!” the girl said almost cheerfully, cocking the bazooka. “Okay, Laharl, listen up. I've
conquered you in fair—”

A Succubus flew in through the door.
“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!” Laharl screeched.

“Okay, maybe less than fair—combat,” the girl continued, waving the Succubus back out the door. “So
now, I demand that you become my vassal. `K?”

“O…o…okay?!” Laharl demanded, his narrow chest rising and falling as though he might soon
hyperventilate. “Damn never is it going to be friggin` okay!! I refuse! Try your worst, I'll never—”

“World peace,” the girl said sweetly.

“AIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEERRRRRAGHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!”

“Trust me, this hurts me more than it hurts you.”

“Like hell it does!” Laharl choked out.

“Kittens, sunshine, and singing daffodils.”

“GRRRRRAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIGGGHHHHH!!!!!!!”

“Oh, she's good,” Etna muttered. “Prince, you might wanna give this one up sooner rather than later.
She might kill you at this rate…”

“I…never…give…up!!”

“Girls take initiative!”

“GYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRGGGGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!”

“Laharl!” Flonne cried, groping desperately for a plan and finding none.



“Don't make me pull my ultimate on you, Laharl!”
“Careful, Prince, I think she means it!” Etna said in alarm.

“Never!!” Laharl managed.

The girl sighed. “Then you leave me no choice.” She clasped her hands and fluttered her eyelids
dreamily. “Eternal love.”

“EYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIRRRRRRGHHHHHRRRAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!”

And so was the Overlord Laharl conquered by Her Highest Majesty, the Flame's Overlord, Princess
Chris.

* * *

Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords' Dance

Etna: Poor Etna has been lured into the world of Wonderland by the White Flonnerabbit!

Chris: Heh…

Etna: Lost in a world of weirdness, Etna encounters the Jabberharl, the Midboss Cat, and the
Gordoraths!

Chris: Heh heh heh heh…

Etna: Now Etna has been captured by the Card Prinnies to be offered as a sacrifice to the evil Black
Queen!

Chris: Ha ha ha ha ha…

Etna: Will Etna escape?! Or will the Black Queen rule over her soul for eternity?!

Chris: Mwahahahahaha…

Etna: Next time, on Etna in Wonderland, Episode Five, “The Sacrifice to the Black Queen!”

Chris: AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!

Etna: Will you stop? I know you captured Laharl, but you're starting to freak me out.
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5 - Episode Five

 

   The castle of the Overlord Edi was a sprawling Japanese affair, built with the rising tiers of a pagoda
amid a sea of ephemeral cherry blossoms. It actually consisted of several different buildings, like a
series of pagodas locked together by staircases and walkways, dancing a complicated dance around
several open spaces limned with cherry trees and filled with open training grounds. A beautiful picture it
made, perched on a tablecloth of green grass like some exquisite cake in the peaceful morning air.
   Peaceful, of course, being a relative term.
   “Emperor, we are a full thirteen minutes and fourteen seconds behind schedule, and the time for
destruction is going to have to run into your time for pillaging unless we get to it right this instant!”
   “Miaki, shut up right this second or I’ll throw you over the edge of this staircase!”
   “Your Excellency, are you sure you don’t need anything else? Any further healing? Some magical
regeneration? Aromatherapy to recharge your spells? Any calluses thickened up? A massage and
acupressure? Anything at all?”
   “I suppose we could maybe push back the pillaging by a few minutes, but that means we’ll have to
plan for ruinous warfare in the middle of our destruction, and how can you enjoy destruction properly if
you’re planning for war in the middle of it?!”
   “Miaki, we’re heading towards Fiona as fast as we can! Stop pestering!”
   “As fast as we can? As fast as we can?! Hell no this isn’t as fast as we can! As fast as we can would
have involved jumping off the balcony, as I pointed out when we passed it, which would have saved us
at least two minutes and twenty-six seconds—”
   “Except it probably would have killed us!!”
   “That’s Aki’s problem, not mine!”
   “Your death would be your problem, believe it or not!”
   “Oh, wah. You blow things so out of proportion, Shiori.”
   “And you don’t take things seriously enough!!”
   “You do not by chance require any mental healing? Crystal and color therapy? Psychoanalysis?
Dream interpretation? Some soothing teas? A modification of the feng shui of the castle?”
   “No, I’m fine, thanks, Aki.”
   “Hey, dood! When do you declare payday?”
   “Our Emperor is thirteen minutes and fifty-nine seconds behind schedule and you’re bothering him
about payday?! You stupid Prinnies! We should throw you over the edge of this staircase!”
   “Hey, no! Don’t do that, dood! We’ll explode!”
   “All the better!”
   “Miaki, put that Prinny down!”
   “Help! Save me, doods!”
   “Miaki, you are going against today’s astrological forecast! Look, it says right here that causing harm
to your friends will result in bad karma and a repercussion of cosmic proportions!”
   “You can take that astrological forecast and shove it up your—”
   “Dood!”
   “ALL OF YOU STOP IT!!!!!”



   For an Overlord’s realm, this was positively tranquil.
 
*     *     *
 
   Shiori, Miaki, Aki, and the Prinnies, Edi with them almost as though by mistake, burst into the main hall
of the central pagoda of the Overlord’s Castle like a torrential gale. And Shiori, who was in the front,
stopped dead. Miaki cannoned into her, Aki bumped into Miaki, Edi rammed into Aki, and all the Prinnies
pulled up short into a colossal traffic jam.
   The reason for Shiori’s sudden stop stood there in front of them all, tapping one high-heeled foot.
   She was an older woman, tall and rail-thin, dressed in a high-collared black dress with a very short
skirt and a dark trenchcoat that would have kissed the ground were it not for her high stiletto heels. Her
hair was the color of corn silk and cut boyishly short; behind the square frames of her glasses sat two
pitch-black eyes.
   “Setsuna-san—” Shiori began.
   Without batting an eye, the woman sidekicked Shiori with a phenomenal amount of strength. Aki and
Miaki dove for cover, and the Prinnies all fell flat on the ground; Edi, the only one left standing, made a
valiant attempt to catch Shiori instead of getting out of the way. Unfortunately, Shiori was flying at a quite
unhealthy velocity. All Edi managed to do was add himself to the trajectory.
   “That’s Professor Setsuna to you, Shiori,” the woman said calmly as Edi and Shiori both splattered
against the opposite wall.
   “Hey!” Miaki yelped. “That was our Emperor you just kicked Shiori into!”
   The woman—Professor Setsuna—shot Miaki one look. Miaki hid behind the nearest Prinny.
   “Emperor-sama,” Setsuna said, entirely as though she had not just been responsible for his
splattering against the wall, “I need more materials at once.”
   “What?!” Miaki yelled from behind the Prinny. “No way, Setsuna! He has destruction at—”
   Setsuna kicked the Prinny out of the way and grabbed Miaki by the front of her maid’s uniform. Miaki
squeaked.
   “Do I have to put you into detention, Miaki?” Setsuna asked in a voice like a cobra.
   Miaki blanched.
   “Y—Y—Y—You c—c—can’t! I’m n—not o—o—one of your students anymore!”
   “You might have graduated from my school, Miaki, but I’ll remind you that was with a D plus and a
special dispensation. I can take that diploma back in a heartbeat. Then you will be one of my students
again. For another twelve years.”
   Miaki’s eyes rolled up in her head, and she fainted.
   “I thought not,” Setsuna said, dropping Miaki with a thunk. “Now, then, Emperor-sama. I don’t
believe we’ve been formerly introduced.”
   Aki was trying to pull Edi and Shiori off the wall while Setsuna was threatening Miaki. However, as
soon as Setsuna dropped Miaki and floated over to the wall like a black thundercloud, Aki left off her
ministrations and ran for another corner of the room with a speed that would have made Miaki proud,
had she been awake to see it.
   Setsuna peeled Shiori off Edi and dropped her aside. Then she pried Edi off of the wall and placed him
in front of her. Edi swayed and almost fell, feeling like he had just been shot out of a cannon or sent
down a ninety-degree water slide—Setsuna’s hand grabbing and pumping his was the only thing that
kept him upright.
   “I am Professor Setsuna Marie Kakizaki,” Setsuna said. “Magicology teacher and headmistress of the
Netherworld Magic Academy in this particular Netherworld.”
   She let go of Edi’s hand. Edi promptly oozed onto the floor like limp spaghetti.



   “Nice to meet you?” he offered from the ground.
   Setsuna got right back to business. “Likewise. Emperor-sama, I have been trying to construct the
devices you requested, but without enough materials I simply cannot do anything concrete. I have laid
out the blueprints and started the framework, but I require certain materials to start the actual
construction and I simply do not have them. You must procure some immediately.”
   “Materials. Right.” Edi’s mind was spinning in lazy, smashed circles. “Materials for what, exactly?”
   Setsuna looked actually maybe possibly slightly just a trifle worried. “Materials for the cannon that you
requested yesterday, Emperor-sama. Do you not remember…?”
   “You should not hit the Emperor so hard with his own vassals, Professor Setsuna,” Aki called from
her corner of the room.
   Setsuna whirled and pinned Aki with a glare. Aki tried hard to become part of the wall.
   “I’ll remind you that you’re still on your term of healer-training, Aki, and your license privileges can be
revoked at any moment.”
   “I most certainly am not!” Aki said indignantly. “I am a certified healer!”
   “Only as long as I say you are.” Setsuna turned back to Edi. “You asked me to create a cannon with
very specific specifications yesterday, after becoming Overlord of this Netherworld. Surely you
remember now?”
   “Actually…no,” Edi confessed. “I haven’t been able to remember anything about yesterday since I
woke up this morning…”
   Aki gasped.
   “It’s okay,” Edi said hastily. “I have a bad memory, it’s nothing that weird—”
   “Your Excellency has amnesia!!” Aki wailed. “Oh, it’s too horrible! That such a horrible condition
could strike down my Emperor under my very nose…oh, I have failed in the creed of a Netherworld
healer! I am not worthy of my position! Professor Setsuna, you must revoke my license at once!”
   “Oh, shut up, Aki!” Setsuna snapped. “You know perfectly well I’m not going to revoke your license.
You’re the only trained healer we have right now.”
   “But I have failed my—!”
   “The only thing you’re failing is that test on composure you took before your final, because you
obviously couldn’t have passed it if you’re unhinging this much at the first sign of trouble!” Setsuna
shouted. “Now pull yourself together and snap out of it! There are much more important things to do,
and chief among them is getting the materials I need to make our Emperor’s cannon!”
   Aki sniffed, and wiped her eyes on the sleeve of her slinky black gown. “I took that test twenty years
ago, Professor Setsuna.”
   “Doesn’t mean you can’t still fail it now. Now shut up and get these peabrains ready for action!”
Setsuna pulled Edi to his feet. “You must be off to the Item World at once, Your Excellency.”
   Edi brightened instantly. “The Item World?”
 
*     *     *
 
   Isolde, the Red Mage Keeper of the Item World, was playing chess against her pet zombie Mastication
(his brain was mostly mush, but that was all right—Isolde didn’t know how to play chess anyways) when
the most terrifying denizen of the Netherworld breezed into her little alcove, dragging with her a slightly
woozy-looking boy being trailed anxiously by Aki and Shiori.
   There was a troupe of Prinnies dragging Miaki, as well, but Isolde honestly didn’t notice them around
the horrible visage of her terrifying ex-teacher, Setsuna Marie Kakizaki.
   “Isolde,” Setsuna commanded, letting go of the boy and settling herself with her weight on one gaunt
hip. “We require passage into the Item World immediately.”



   The mage hastily shoved her chess game out of sight. “Oh! Uh…of course, Professor. Right away,
Professor. But…um…” She quailed at the mere thought of contradicting Professor Setsuna, but it had to
be done. “Professor…”
   “YES?”
   “I…can’t send you without direct permission from the Overlord,” Isolde said in a rush.
   Setsuna sidekicked Isolde into the wall.
   “IDIOT!!” Setsuna shouted as Mastication stared blearily at the spot where Isolde had been a
millisecond previous. “This IS the Overlord!!!”
   She held Edi up like an old coat for emphasis.
   “Hi?” Edi said uncertainly.
   Isolde peeled her face off the wall and looked over at Edi. She had to do a double-take. “He’s…the…?
Are you sure?”
   Setsuna kicked Isolde right up against the ceiling. “Are you denying our Overlord’s title?!?!”
   “No, of course not, Professor,” Isolde said feebly, clinging to the ceiling for everything she was
worth—she was certain she was safer there than on the ground. “It’s just…why is the Overlord dressed in
a bathrobe?”
   There was a very nasty pause.
   “I’m sorry,” Edi said humbly. “I should have gotten dressed first, huh…?”
   That was the cue for both Aki and Shiori to explode.
   “No, Your Excellency! It is entirely my fault for not noticing when Miaki fetched me to—”
   “No, it is my fault! I was there since you woke up and I not only forgot to fetch you your clothing, but I
neglected to—”
   “I should have—”
   “I didn’t—”
   Setsuna pulled a bomb out of her pocket and threw it at Isolde.
   “You idiot!” Setsuna yelled into the smoke that filled the entire alcove with choking thickness. “How
dare you criticize the dress sense of our Overlord! I should revoke your Item Keeper status and send
you back to school for a month of detention for this indignity! I thought I taught you better than that,
Isolde!! How dare you!”
   Isolde was unconscious on the floor and did not reply.
   “If you wish to wear a bathrobe, you may wear a bathrobe, Emperor-sama,” Setsuna said
magnanimously.
   “Well, no, I mean, I don’t want to wear a bathrobe…”
   Setsuna whirled and slammed kicks into both Aki and Shiori. “You stupid bimbos!!! Leaving him in a
bathrobe when he expressly does not want to be in one!!”
   Edi was becoming worried about his chances for survival around Setsuna, to say nothing of the
chances of his other vassals. “Se—uh, I mean—Professor Setsuna—you don’t have to do that…”
   Setsuna nodded. “You’re correct, and I apologize.”
   “Okay—”
   “It is, of course, your right to punish your own vassals,” Setsuna continued grandly. “Please, carry
on.” She looked at him expectantly.
   Edi went slightly pink. “Well…no…I just mean, why don’t they just help me get some different clothes,
and nobody has to get punished?”
   “Nobody has to get…?”
   Setsuna threw back her head and laughed heartily. Edi stared at her as she laughed until tears ran
down her face from behind her square-shaped spectacles, wondering if maybe her last thin shred of
sanity had snapped.



   “Oh, my,” Setsuna gasped finally, wiping her eyes on her black sleeve. “Your sense of humor is
refreshing, Your Excellency. You’ll win the Yearly Joke Contest for certain!”
   “I, uh…” Edi stalled, not sure what was going on now.
   “But actually, that joke has made me think of something.” Completely serious once more, Setsuna
whirled back on Shiori and Aki, who grabbed onto each other for support. “You made the mistake, you
go remedy it. Get the Emperor dressed in clothes. Now.”
   Aki and Shiori nodded fearfully. Setsuna turned her glare onto Miaki’s prone body. All the Prinnies
who had been carrying her dropped her and ran.
   “And as for you, Miaki—you help as well. Every mess that goes on here is at least half your fault.”
   “But she’s unconscious,” Edi ventured.
   “That’s what she wants you to think.” Setsuna strode up to Miaki and knelt down in front of her. Edi,
sensing that violence might be imminent, made a movement forward to intervene. But he was too late.
   “Miaki,” Setsuna said softly, “get up this instant and help your Emperor, or I’ll put you in…the Chair.”
   Miaki was on her feet and out the door with Edi, Aki, and Shiori all in her arms before Setsuna could
finish blinking.
   The Professor sighed contentedly. “Ah…it’s good to be the teacher.”
 
*     *     *
 
   Setsuna had undertaken clerical training before she transmigrated into a Professor and became
Headmistress of the Netherworld Magic Academy. One or two—okay, maybe seventeen, but who was
counting?—Omega Heals later, Isolde was back on her feet, a little woozy but once more able to perform
her job as Item Keeper.
   While she waited for her Overlord to return and take advantage of Isolde’s services, Setsuna utilized
Mastication the zombie as a rather comfortable if slightly slimy armchair while she perused the latest
issue of Netherworld Weekly, a Netherworld news magazine published by the Pleinair Corporation.
Isolde, not wanting to seem like she was slacking off, sat stiffly across from her old teacher and her
zombie, wishing most fervently that she wasn’t there.
   Setsuna had just finished reading an article about the shocking drop in standardized test scores
across the Netherworlds (average Netherworld-wide Cheating scores had dropped a whole four percent)
when the door to Isolde’s little alcove opened, and Miaki, Shiori, and Aki filed in, all looking extremely
nervous.
   The Professor folded up her magazine and stowed it away in thin air. “Well? Did you do as I
instructed?”
   Edi came in from behind them.
    He was dressed in a flowing white garment falling over puffed white trousers, both cinched around his
waist with a belt of golden rings with a buckle shaped like the sun. Sandals with attached ribbons which
laced halfway to his knees covered ivory socks and the bottom third of the trousers. Over everything
draped a kind of long vest, also pure white, with a border of linked golden crescent moons. Three slim
golden chains attached across the front of the vest, holding it partially closed across his white-covered
chest, and a large hemispherical sapphire provided the last attachment, nestled just beneath his
collarbones. The sides were laced up with cerulean ribbons; the back was resplendent with a massive
gold-and-silver-thread insignia of an interwoven rising sun and crescent moon.
   Setsuna studied him briefly, nodding reflectively. “This is to your liking, Emperor-sama?”
   Edi blushed. “Uh…yeah, mostly…I mean, it’s okay, right…?”
   A pair of jet-black eyes narrowed behind their spectacles. “He does not sound pleased…”
   “No, I’m pleased!” Edi intervened hastily, realizing where this was going. “It’s fine! Really.”



   “Well, if you’re sure…”
   Miaki, Shiori, and Aki looked terribly relieved.
   “…then it’s time we got down to business.” Setsuna whirled on Isolde, who cringed. “Isolde, send us
to the Item World at once.”
   “Of course,” Isolde agreed, her voice quaking a little. “And…into which item?”
   Setsuna pulled a bomb out of her pocket. Isolde pulled a hardhat out of nowhere and dove underneath
the table.
   “Get out from there, you ninny,” Setsuna said impatiently. “I want you to send us into this bomb.”
   Isolde peered out from underneath the table, hardhat pulled low over her ears. “Oh…of course…”
   “May the Powers That Be protect me from imbeciles who can’t reach such simple conclusions,”
Setsuna muttered.
   “And who will be entering the…er…item?” Isolde came out from underneath the table, although she
seemed reluctant to remove the hardhat.
   “I will, naturally,” Setsuna said. “And the Emperor as well.”
   “Naturally,” Isolde agreed. “And…who else…?”
   “I must,” Aki said at once. “I must be there for my Emperor should he injure himself in any—”
   Setsuna roundhouse-kicked Aki into the wall. “Dolt!! That is for the Emperor to decide!!”
   Aki slid down the wall with the sound of wet zucchini being rubbed down a cheese grater.
   “I want Aki to come,” Edi ventured.
   Setsuna glared at Aki. “Get up, Aki! Your Emperor has demanded your presence!”
   Edi made a mental note that Setsuna’s point of view seemed to change remarkably quickly.
   “And who else, Emperor-sama?” Isolde asked as Shiori helped Aki to her feet again.
   “Well…”
   Miaki looked like there was something she dearly wanted to blurt out, but didn’t dare to with Setsuna
around. Edi looked at her, then had a sudden illumination of comprehension. “Miaki and Shiori…”
   “Thank you for considering us, Your Excellency,” Shiori said, holding Aki steady as she cast a healing
spell on her face.
   “That is five, Emperor-sama,” Isolde said, making a note on a clipboard that was hanging on the wall.
Doing her job seemed to lend her some confidence, even with Setsuna standing there like the Grim
Reaper. “I can send a maximum of ten people at one time—are there more vassals you would prefer to
have accompany you?”
   Edi was about to ask who else there was available to accompany him when a flipper tugged at the end
of his robe. Looking down, he found himself staring into ten pleading penguin eyes.
   “Put us in, dood,” the lead Prinny begged.
   Setsuna went scarlet in the face. “Put you in?! Put you in?! You dare to waste the Emperor’s time
with such a request, you…you…”
   Her vocabulary seemed momentarily to have failed her.
   Edi looked at the pleading Prinnies, and could no more have refused them their request than he could
have convinced them that he was not their Overlord. “Of course. Isolde, can the Prinnies come with me
too?”
   Setsuna’s jaw dropped, but she recovered quickly. “Y…yes. Certainly, the right decision. The Prinnies,
Isolde?”
   “As you wish, then, Your Excellency,” Isolde said, marking it on her clipboard. “One Overlord, four
vassals, and the Seventh Brigade. Into one (1) Bomb. I can prepare immediate transportation. Oh, and
Your Excellency…”
   Isolde nodded to Mastication. The zombie got ponderously to its feet, oozed over to Edi, and dropped
something into his hands. Edi stared at it in horror for a moment until he realized that it was not a bit of



fallen anatomy, but an oddly-shaped object in a bright pink wrapper.
   “A Mr. Gency’s Exit,” Isolde explained. “A gift from me to you for using my services for the first time.
Use it to—”
   “Get out of the Item World!” Edi exclaimed. “Wow! A Mr. Gency’s Exit! So this is it! What does it
actually look like?” He began to unwrap it.
   “Don’t do that, Emperor-sama!” Isolde said in alarm. “It activates as soon as it is unwrapped!”
   “Oh.” Edi hastily rewrapped the one corner he had managed to get free. “Duh. Sorry.”
   Setsuna burst into hoots of laughter. Edi stared at her.
   “Oh, my, Emperor,” Setsuna gasped, gathering herself. “An apology. You really are a card! A real
riot!”
   “Thanks?” Edi said awkwardly.
   Isolde cleared her throat and took a look at her clipboard. “Ah…are you ready for transportation, Your
Excellency?”
   “Yeah, sure,” Edi said, deciding he’d worry about Setsuna’s strange laughing fits later.
   Isolde pulled a long wooden staff topped with a strange design resembling an eye with a gemstone for
the pupil out of nowhere, exactly the same way she had pulled out the hardhat previously, and tapped
the eye against the wooden floor. “Overlord Edi; Vassal Miaki; Vassal Shiori; Vassal Aki; Vassal
Professor Setsuna; Captain Clove; Private Sonata; Private Mackwell; Private Twitch; Private Shirley;
transportation, complete.”
   There was a whirring, flashing zwoowaush!—and suddenly, Isolde was gone, and the inside of the
palace with her, and Edi’s eyes were bedazzled by raining sunlight.
 
*     *     *
 
   “We needn’t stay long,” Setsuna said briskly, pulling a long list out of a pocket of her coat. “I just
need to procure these materials.”
   Edi’s eyes nearly bulged out of their sockets. He was standing on what looked like a small plain,
covered in grass and trees. The grass was approximately the same length and shade as Aki’s golden
hair, but the trees were bright and green. Their branches were laden with fruit—fruit that was round and
black and looked suspiciously like…
   Setsuna plucked a bomb from the branch of the nearest tree and studied it. “Yes…yes, this is a good
one. I knew I kept that Legendary Bomb around for more than terrifying my classes with.”
   “You mean we’re inside of that bomb?!?!” Miaki’s voice rose about three octaves.
   “Yes. Now be quiet.” Setsuna stripped a length of bark away from the tree and revealed underneath
it, not wood, but metal. “Now, where can I find what I need…”
   Edi didn’t pay any attention to what Setsuna was doing as she went around tearing parts out of trees,
off the ground, and from underneath rocks. He was still staring around at the new world they were in.
   The plain was small. Very small. At first, Edi thought that it was on the top of a mountain with very
steep sides—but as Setsuna continued to mess around with the land and its various parts, Edi wandered
over closer to the edge and took a look over to see that the plain simply…ended. Above the plain, sky.
Beneath the plain, sky. Off on all sides of the plain, sky.
   The plain was floating in the sky.
   A wonderful swooping feeling, similar to the feeling one gets on a truly startling rollercoaster, rolled up
through Edi’s stomach.
   Knowing that he was on something that broke the laws of physics and didn’t give a damn that it had
done so, Edi stared around with an expression usually reserved for survivors of a famine staring at a
banquet. All around stretched clear, open, brilliant blue sky, flecked with fluffy clouds. Small silvery



creatures swooped about in the sky, and although Edi first thought they were large dragonflies or small
birds, he suddenly realized that they were, in actuality, winged silver bombs.
   A bomb landed on the branch of a tree, putting its fuse first on one side and then on the other, just like
a curious pigeon. Edi gaped at it, amazed. “Hi?”
   Acquiring a baffled set to its fuse, the bomb spread its wings and flew away again.
   “All right, Emperor-sama,” Setsuna announced, turning with the pockets of her coat bulging with
machinery. “I think I’ve collected most of what I need. We can leave at any—”
   She stopped.
   “Do we have to leave just now?” Edi asked, looking over at Setsuna.
   Setsuna did not reply.
   “Professor?”
   “DOOD!!!” one of the Prinnies squeaked.
   Edi turned around.
   More or less out of nowhere, swaying lightly in midair, completely sanguine with the fact that it was
hanging with no visible support in an open bomb-filled sky, coasting down to land at the edge of the plain
Edi and his vassals stood upon, was a huge, dark, forbidding ship, flying a skull and crossbones.
   “PIRATES!!!!” Miaki screeched.
 
 
   “Pirates?” Edi repeated.
   “Pirates, Emperor-sama!! Item World Pirates!!!” Miaki’s hyperactive energy, suppressed for the last
hour by Setsuna’s warning presence, found an outlet and exploded. “They’ll seize our possessions,
take our shoes, make us walk the plank! They’ll take the Mr. Gency’s Exit and we’ll never get out of
here and we have destruction to do at ten-`o-clock, Emperor!!!”
   The ship came down towards the plain, in some macabre way similar to the way the bomb had
coasted in onto the branch.
   “What do we do?” Edi asked, starting to feel slightly unnerved. He had of course run into pirates
before in the video game of Disgaea—but he was beginning to realize just how different it was to run into
them in real life than it was in a game.
   “We have no choice, Emperor-sama!” Shiori drew her sword in a long, shimmering length of steel and
dropped into a battle stance. “We must fight!!”
   “Fight?!” Miaki demanded. “Shiori, are you out of your mind?! Emperor-sama, use the Mr. Gency’s
Exit! Quick! Before they get here!”
   “Too late!” Setsuna shouted. “Here they come!”
   The ship had touched down on the edge of the plain, the very tip of the bow touching the land while
the rest of the ship still floated over thin air.
   “A weapon, Emperor-sama!” Shiori cried. “You need a weapon!”
   “A weapon?” Edi looked down at himself as though expecting to see a sword materializing. None
appeared. “What weapon am I…?”
   “You are proficient in Books, Remotes, Nunchaku, and Katanas, Emperor!” Setsuna rapped out. “Did
not one of you think to give him a weapon?!”
   “We weren’t expecting to run into pirates in your Legendary Bomb!!” Miaki screamed.
   Setsuna sidekicked her. “Are you trying to say this is my fault?!”
   “We haven’t time for this!” Shiori bellowed. “Emperor-sama, here! Take this!”
   There were two scabbards hanging from Shiori’s waist. With one quick movement, Shiori tore the
second scabbard free and hurled it at Edi. Edi reflexively caught it—and found it to be a long, beautiful,
silver-as-the-moon katana, the curve of the ebony-black scabbard broken only by a cerulean ribbon tied



about it.
   Edi drew the weapon, marveling at the lightness of the blade. He had taken many martial arts classes
and knew how to handle a katana, but there was something different about the way he was holding this
one. Something different…
   A gangplank slammed down onto the plain.
   Edi dropped into a fighting stance mirroring Shiori.
   Setsuna whipped a black remote control out of her coat.
   Aki seized a crystalline rod that materialized out of nowhere.
   Miaki groaned and pulled out a staff topped with a figurine of a Prinny.
   And a wave of Knights armed with swords erupted forth on the gangplank.
 
 
   “Orders, Emperor-sama!” Setsuna shouted.
   Edi froze. Suddenly what was different about the way he was holding this katana dawned on him.
   He didn’t know the stance he was in. He didn’t hold his katana this way when he practiced at home.
He didn’t have the ability to strike the air in a way that would amplify the cut to slash through everything
in front of him.
   He did now.
   He was now proficient with a katana beyond his wildest dreams.
   And he could feel it.
   “Emperor-sama!”
   Edi snapped back to himself.
   “Uh…Setsuna! Do you know attack spells?”
   “Of course!” Setsuna snapped back. “Star, Mega Star, Giga Star, Omega Star…”
   “Okay, Setsuna, you and Miaki get back there behind those trees!” Edi gestured at the trees in
question. “Get some cover and chain together Omega Star over as many Knights as possible! Aki, stay
with them and Braveheart Shiori and me!”
   “Of course, Emperor-sama!”
   “Two of you Prinnies—um, you two—”
   “Private Twitch, dood!”
   “Private Shirley, dood!”
   “Stay with those three and use Prinny Barrage! Protect them! The rest of you Prinnies and Shiori,
come with me!”
   “Where, Emperor-sama?”
   “The front lines!”
   Action followed Edi’s word with precision that would have shamed an army drill sergeant. Miaki,
Setsuna, and Aki ran for the trees and began chanting their spells. The Prinnies Twitch and Shirley
bobbled over in front of them, jumped high into the air, and pulled swords out of the little pouches
buckled around their pear-shaped waists. Slashing the swords rapidly, they sent spirals of sliced air
arrowing into the Knights’ midst.
   There was a tremendous explosion. Miaki and Setsuna had gotten off their chained Omega Stars, and
pinkish-purple lightning flashed across the Knights with the heavy smell of ozone.
   Aki raised her staff into the air. Flaming light concentrated in on Shiori and Edi, lending strength to
their muscles and energizing them in every nerve.
   “What do we do, dood?” Captain Clove asked in a remarkably professional fashion for a peg-legged
penguin.
   “Um…”



   Edi looked ahead. The Knights were coughing, trying to recover from the onslaught of Prinny and
spellcaster, and seemed temporarily distracted. It was the time to strike. Edi had no idea if the
turn-based battle system that governed Disgaea had any hold here, and he didn’t have the leisure to
find out.
   “Captain, go around to their right side and use Prinny Bomb! You two—”
   “Private Mackwell, dood!”
   “Private Sonata, dood!”
   “I want you to Prinny Barrage over Shiori and my heads, okay?”
   “Got it, dood!” The Prinnies scurried off.
   “And I, Emperor-sama?” Shiori asked, determination serious in her face. “What would you like me to
do?”
   Edi looked at her, and blushed. With her face so serious and her eyes alight with the fires of Aki’s
Braveheart spell, Shiori looked—
   “…Emperor!!”
   Edi jolted back to reality again. “Can you do Dimension Slash?”
   “Can I?” Shiori snorted. “Can bombs fly, Emperor?”
   Despite the fact that he was trapped in the Item World of a bomb facing down a horde of magic-using,
sword-wielding Knight pirates, Edi couldn’t help but laugh at that.
   “Then go for it!”
   Shiori flashed him a quick smile—then she leapt into the air.
   Explosions went off from the side of the Knights as Captain Clove bombarded them with custom-made
Prinny Bombs. Streams of air slashed over Edi’s head as Sonata and Mackwell Prinny Barraged down.
   Then Shiori sliced the air.
   And the dimension split.
 
 
   Green and white stars cleared themselves from Edi’s vision with the approximate speed of a very fast
snail. The Overlord shook his head in an attempt to hurry them on their way and took a look at the
pirates.
   They were gone. Shiori’s Dimension Slash had done the trick—with the Prinnies to soften them up and
Setsuna and Miaki to weed them out, Shiori’s powerful technique had utterly annihilated the last of the
Knight pirates.
   At least, it seemed that way.
   Edi had just turned to congratulate Shiori when Aki’s yelp echoed out from the trees.
“Emperor-sama!!”
   She was silhouetted against the blue sky on the gangplank of her ship. Her short lilac hair lifted slightly
in the breeze—her heavy white-and-lilac uniform strained across her impressive bust and snapped about
her shapely legs. Her glare pinned Edi to the ground like a pin impaling an insect into a bug collection—in
one hand, she carried a naked sword.
   Not just any sword.
   A katana.
   “You,” the leader of the Knight pirates spat, stepping down the gangplank with slow, deliberate steps.
“You destroyed my crew!”
   “Your crew attacked us first!” Miaki shouted from the safety of the trees.
   “You ruined my chances of becoming the strongest pirate in the Item World!”
   “You ruined my schedule for Emperor-sama!”
   “You’ve completely screwed up everything!”



   “Well, you screwed up Emperor-sama’s destruction and pillaging, so I wouldn’t be talking, you—”
   “SHUT UP!!!!”
   Edi thought this was the pirate leader’s scream at first, until he heard the crash and realized that
Setsuna had just punched Miaki into a tree.
   “I will never forgive you,” the pirate threatened, stepping off the gangplank onto the grassy plain.
“You hold a katana—I challenge you to a Shadow Contest!”
   Shiori gasped. Aki cried out as though wounded. Edi blinked. “A what?”
   “You do not know the rules, though you carry a katana?” the pirate demanded. “We both perform The
Shadow at the same time. The one that survives carries the battle. The allies of the one that dies
concede defeat to the winner!”
   “What?!” Edi asked, astounded. Nothing like this had ever happened in Disgaea before!
   “You can’t refuse, Emperor-sama,” Setsuna said reluctantly. “As an Overlord, you have an obligation
to accept the challenges offered you. You must participate. Fight. Win!”
   “But I—”
   “No!” Aki wailed, seizing two handfuls of her lovely golden hair. “I can’t allow my Overlord to face
such a dangerous task! There must be a way to—!”
   “No,” Setsuna said grimly. “He has no choice.”
   “But I—”
   “You must win!” Shiori’s hands clenched into fists. “Please! For all of us, Emperor-sama! You must
win!”
   Edi had his mouth open to attempt another feeble protest. But looking at Shiori, he realized that there
was no protest he could make.
   He had to do this? Then he would do it.
   Squaring his shoulders, he turned back to face the pirate leader again.
   “All right. Let’s do it.”
 
 
   The wind blew across the grass as though called on a cue from an old samurai movie.
   Setsuna, Aki, Shiori, Miaki (a large bandage applied to her head by Aki,) and the Prinnies all stood
anxiously on the sidelines.
   Facing each other across the yellow plain stood the pirate leader and the Overlord.
   The sun reflected off Edi’s katana.
   The wind wound around the pirate’s katana.
   For a moment they stood.
   Then they lunged.
   The sun was stunned lightless by a singing clash of steel.
   Normal sight became visible again. Setsuna looked more anxious than anyone had ever seen her.
Aki’s face was hidden in her hands; she could not bear to look. Shiori’s fingers were in her mouth.
Miaki was holding her breath.
   The pirate leader stumbled.
   Collapsed.
   And did not rise.
   The bystanders watched with their mouths agape, then swung their gazes to their Overlord, standing
on the grass with his katana in his hand, looking upset and anxious, but still alive.
   Still very much alive.
   Aki dropped her hands, saw her Emperor standing upright, and screamed. “YOUR EXCELLENCY!!!
YOU WON!!!!”



   As one woman, the four vassals, even Setsuna, ran at Edi and slammed him into a four-way group
hug.
   “YOU WON, EMPEROR-SAMA!!! YOU WON!!!!!”
 
*     *     *
 Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords’ Dance

Etna: Card Master Etna has entered the Netherworld Card Tournament to prove herself the best player!
Edi: Ooh! Ooh! It’s Etna again!
Etna: Challenging the horrible Flonne, Etna finds herself cut down by Flonne’s unrepentant cheating!
Edi: Hey! Flonne would never cheat!
Etna: There’s no choice…Etna jumps into the card battle herself as the ultimate card—Beauty Queen
Etna!
Edi: Flonne wouldn’t cheat!
Etna: Can Beauty Queen Etna stand up to the power of Flonne’s illegally boosted Dark Love Angel
card?
Edi: I’m telling you, Flonne would never cheat!!
Etna: Next time, on Et-Na-Oh, Episode Six, “Beauty Queen Etna’s Mega Showdown!”
Edi: Using equip cards on a monster isn’t cheating, Etna.
Etna: If she’s not losing, then she’s cheating, okay?! Will you shut up and leave me alone?!
 

 



6 - Episode Six

 
   The mana Ian had spent to create Alej proved not to have been wasted. Although it took him a minute
to figure out where he was and what was going on, the Dark Chef quickly got the idea when Nanairo
shoved a frying pan into his hand, and got to work proving himself worthy of his title of Skilled. In an
astonishingly short period of time, Alej had scrambled a mountain of eggs, fried up enough bacon to
feed a small army, and cracked the mystery of creating the perfect French toast.
   The kitchen was located underneath the huge crystalline lobby, and was in fact built into the side of the
hill the palace was perched upon. It was like a colossal underground cavern, with a hugely high faraway
ceiling and rows upon rows of counters lit by wall sconces shaped like candle-topped bundt cakes.
Unlike the iridescent Crystal Tower and the crystal-azure lobby, the kitchen was earthy and brown, made
of some odd kind of material which resembled packed-down soil—but despite the appearance, everything
was so clean it sparkled. Long tables lined with sturdy little stools patterned the east side of the room,
hinting that the kitchen also doubled as a kind of mess hall—the counters were piled high with cooking
tools and utensils, from humble forks all the way up to a jumbo-sized fondue set the size of a witch’s
cauldron.
   Most prominent in this kitchen, however, were the three immense fires sunk into three deep firepits
along the entire western side of the room. The fires roared straight up into three long, chimney-like
tunnels which Nanairo tried to tell Ian spat fuming clouds of smoke so high they could be seen from
space until Subaru smacked her and explained that the fires were magical and smokeless, and the
chimneys were only to provide an escape for the heat they generated.
   Ian had already half-guessed from looking at the fires that they were magical. The middle blaze, the
one Alej was currently using, was a rich cherry-red. The flames on the left were lime-leaf green. And
those on the right were bright sky blue.
   It was swelteringly hot in the kitchen, despite the help of the chimneys. Alej’s bandana and Chinese
jacket were soaked through with sweat, and even the Prinnies (there was a large number of Prinnies
running about, stoking the fires and poking the logs with…well, pokers) were perspiring. Despite that, it
was a wonderfully cozy place. Ian took an instant liking to it.
   So, while Alej discovered his calling and the Prinnies poked the fires, Ian sat at one of the long tables
with Nanairo and Subaru (a seating arrangement which shocked both vassals, until Ian told them to sit
down, eat food, and stop complaining,) discussing strategy.
   “So, what do I do now?” Ian asked, gratefully taking a plate of breakfast from a Prinny.
“Thanks…what’s the regular procedure for a new Overlord? Do I go off and try to conquer someone
else’s Netherworld now?”
   “I wouldn’t recommend it,” Subaru said worriedly. “The Dark Council can get really upset with you if
you start expanding too fast and taking over too much. There are few enough Overlords already—killing
more of them…”
   “Gotcha. But the Dark Assembly can be bribed, can’t they?”
   “Oh, the Assembly can, sure,” Nanairo said, before Subaru could reply. “But he’s talking about the
Dark Council. It’s not made up of senators, it’s made up of all the Overlords. If you get too many of
them ticked off at you, you’re in deep trouble. You might even have your Overlordship revoked if you’re
not careful.”
   Ian winced. No way I want that, that’s for sure. I’m just getting into this—I can’t let it end this early.



“Ah. I see. I didn’t know there was a Dark Council.”
   “Well, since only Overlords are privy to it and you’re new, that’s understandable,” Nanairo said
magnanimously. “The last vassal who snuck into one of the Dark Council’s meetings was
disemboweled with a cheese grater and—”
   “I’m eating here!!”
   “Sorry, milord.”
   At that instant, a tiny little boy only a foot tall, dressed in a petite russet cat-suit with little red fangs
framing his face, came zooming down the stairs at a truly inhuman speed. It was a marvel he could see
where he was going, because his eyes were closed as though in slumber.
   “Aww, a Hell Kitty!” Ian exclaimed, spinning around on his stool. “Ohh, it’s so cute!”
   The Hell Kitty zipped unerringly to Ian’s feet and proffered a clawed paw, on which was skewered a
small black envelope. Slightly confused, Ian took the envelope, and the Hell Kitty made an about-face
and rocketed away up the stairs and out of sight.
   “What was that?” Ian asked, turning back to Nanairo and Subaru. “What’s this?”
   “Ooooh, it’s stamped with the emblem of the Dark Assembly!” Nanairo exclaimed, her eyes lighting
up. “Open it, milord, open it!”
   “The Dark Assembly, not the Dark Council, right?” Ian picked at the edge of the envelope and ripped
it open.
   “Yeah, our Dark Assembly. Every Overlord’s got one, to make sure they don’t go too psycho on the
rest of us. What’s it say, what’s it say?!”
   Ian slid from the envelope a piece of coal-black paper, upon which words like fire burned. Nanairo,
Subaru, the kitchen Prinnies, and even Alejandro all crowded around to look—apparently the phrase
“Dark Assembly” attracted the interest of more people than just Nanairo.
   The words on the paper were short and concise.
 
~     ~     ~
To His Supremacy Lord Ian, Greetings.
 
We request your immediate attendance in the Assemblyroom. We have reached a decision upon your
request.
 
The Dark Assembly
~     ~     ~
 
   “The Dark Assembly wants to see you?” Nanairo let out a long, low whistle. “That doesn’t sound
good. You’d better go soon, milord. The Dark Assembly, you do not want to keep waiting.”
   “I bet,” Ian said, feeling his stomach turn over.
   We have reached a decision upon your request…what request? Did I make a request? This is like my
becoming an Overlord in the first place—why can’t I remember it?
   Appetite abruptly gone, Ian stood up. “Um, you guys…where is the Dark Assembly?”
   “Go talk to Kitty,” Nanairo advised. “She’ll take you there again. You can’t really go there on your
own, although I’m sure you’d rather, milord—the Dark Assembly won’t let you in unless you come
escorted by one of their workers.”
   “You mean Kitty works for the Dark Assembly?”
   “Yeah, didn’t you realize?”
   “Maybe. I guess I haven’t been thinking very clearly this morning.” Ian sighed, and cracked his
knuckles. “All right, guess I’d better go…”



   “What?! Dressed like that?!” Nanairo sprang to her feet, eyes blazing. “Are you kidding me?!”
   Ian looked down, and suddenly remembered that he was still dressed in flowing silk pajamas—great if
spending a day in bed, but not so great if meeting with an incredibly powerful body of dark senators.
“Oh. Oops. Duh, sorry, I forgot…”
   “Forgot!” Nanairo huffed. “Subaru, help me! We need to make our lord presentable!”
   “Me, help?”
   “You think I’m gonna hang around to zip zippers and buckle buckles? I don’t think so! C’mon,
people, time’s a-wastin’!” Nanairo struck out for the stairs. “We’re taking half an hour, and we’re
gonna knock the Dark Assembly off their feet!”
 
*     *     *
 
    The senators of the Dark Assembly had gathered in their courtroom, tucked securely away in a
folded-over pocket of the dimension of this Netherworld. These senators were of all races, all genders,
all opinions, all levels, but all shared one thing in common—they had been chosen to represent the
population of this Netherworld. Not by democratic vote, but by near-tyrannical rule, as almost everything
in the Netherworlds was done by.
   The senators sat quietly at their seats, arranged in tiers according to their status—Faeries and Apple
Kids in the first row; Mermaids and Flora Beasts in the second; and Gargoyles and Shadows in the third
and highest—eyes staring vaguely at the magnificent black-crystal room they held their assemblies in
every day. The sweeping expanse of sparkling black crystal that swallowed this little dimensional pocket
like a void, keeping the world dark while still filling it with reflecting light, was certainly fantastic, but after
the first century or so, the magnificence palled somewhat. Only Senator Margrete, the newest Senator,
still found his eyes drawn by the zodiacal patterns of light on crystal as he waited with his fellows for
their new Overlord to arrive.
   The transportation circle at the front of the stadium-style seating that served as the Dark Assembly
court flashed. Light spilled forth, and out of it walked the badger girl, Kitty.
   “Presenting, His Supremacy, the Pattern of Disruption, the mighty Lord Ian!!”
   The light died down, and the Overlord himself stepped forward.
   He was dressed in a slick black bodysuit which clung to him like a second skin, with a high turtleneck
collar and long swallowtailed sleeves. A leaf-green silk sash pinned with a golden medallion encircled
his slender waist—from the sash draped two rose-colored panels of silk, one in the front hanging to just
above his ankles, one in the back like a small train, long enough to touch the ground. Leaf-green boots
with half-inch heels shod his feet—a silver zipper ran from the level of his sash straight up to the top of
his collar, between the sparkling crystals that decorated the front of his bodysuit. His long brown hair
was loose and gleaming upon his shoulders (Nanairo had brushed it within an inch of its life, studied it
briefly, then brushed it some more) and his glasses shimmered with the same chestnut browns as his
hair. Most striking, however, were the two golden spheres on his shoulders, from which hung to the floor
two long, flowing strips of palest rose gauze.
   The Overlord bowed, and the rose gauze whispered through the air.
   “Greetings, Senators of the Dark Assembly,” he said cordially, his voice echoing just slightly in the
giant crystal court.
   “Greetings, Overlord,” said the most senior member in the Assembly, the Balrog Senator Parendal,
inclining his curved stone head. “We have called you here in response to your inquiry upon ascension to
the throne of Overlord.”
   “Of course.”
   “Following much deliberation, we of the Dark Assembly have decided to grant your request and allow



opening of the portal to the city of Bluecat, in the land of Rhapsody. Use it wisely, and with it further this
Netherworld’s prestige.”
   The Overlord blinked. An uninformed observer might have even thought he was surprised by this
statement.
   “We are counting on you, Overlord,” Lilliput Senator Zhushesh said sternly, eyes narrowing beneath
his helmet. “You promised us a new regime that would raise us above the shameful conduct of the prior
Overlord. Stay true to this promise or you shall risk the retraction of both this decree and our goodwill.
We are not in the good graces of the Dark Congress thanks to the shocking notoriety of the previous
Overlord. We are trusting you to repair our reputation—do not disappoint us.”
   The Overlord smoothed his face back to calm serenity and nodded. “I will remember that.”
   “Kitty, take the message to Hazuki that she may open the portal,” Parendal commanded. “A long and
prosperous Overlordship to you, Lord Ian.”
   “A long and prosperous future for us all,” the Overlord replied smoothly, bowing again.
 
*     *     *
 
   “Whoa.” Nanairo’s mouth pursed into a round O of surprise. “You actually got the Dark Assembly to
open you a portal? Damn, milord, you are good.”
   “You bet he was!” Kitty had blurted out the story the moment they had returned from the Dark
Assembly and was still hopping with adrenaline. “You shoulda seen him! He wins over the Dark
Assembly within a day of Overlordship and makes them open him a portal, then cool as a cucumber
dismisses himself on their level, so politely even Zhushesh couldn’t’ve argued it! It was flippin’
awesome!”
   Ian was grinning uncontrollably.
   “Hey, Lord, what’s with your face?” Nanairo asked. “It looks like you’re being infected by Spastiticus
Twitchervosus in the mouthal region.”
   “OMIGOD!!” Ian threw himself on Nanairo and hugged her wildly. “I can go to Rhapsody!! It never
even occurred to me to ask!! Rhapsody! Oh my bloody god, a Rhapsody portal! A Rhapsody portal!!”
   “Rhapsody portal! Rhapsody portal!” Kitty caroled.
   “Rhapsody portal! Rhapsody portal!” Nanairo contributed.
   Ian joined in, and the three of them danced away doing a cross between the can-can and the
cakewalk, looking like complete idiots. “Rhapsody portal! Rhapsody portal!! Rhapsody portal!!!”
 
*     *     *
 
   It took Ian a little while to calm down, but once he had returned to the kitchen and regained some
sanity, he got right down to business.
   “How many vassals can I take with me through the portal?”
   “Without a formal declaration of war, seven,” Kitty explained. “If you decide to declare war, you can
mobilize all of your vassals at once, but that’ll mean challenging the Overlord of Rhapsody, so—”
   “Bad idea. Yeah, Subaru and Nanairo told me I shouldn’t challenge any more Overlords for a little
while. Seven vassals’ll plenty.” Ian beamed at his vassals. “And of course, I know two I’m taking.”
   Nanairo blushed fetchingly—Subaru simply flushed.
   “I’ve got a list of available vassals around here somewhere,” Kitty said, sticking her hand out into
midair and rummaging through absolutely nothing. “Umm…mmm…aha!”
   She procured a long scroll of paper out of thin air and handed it to Ian. Ian took it from her
green-polished fingers and examined it.



 
~     ~     ~
Available Vassal Deployment List
    Serenity (1st Class Fusionist)  Level 330
    Kidd (Gunner)  Level 260
    Gloria (Galaxy Granny)  Level 258
    Nyo (Predator)  Level 210
    Nyu (Predator)  Level 210
    Nanairo (Prism Mage)  Level 196
    Bran (Savior (Male))  Level 182
    Hiroya (Centurion (Male))  Level 170
    Rinjo (Forbidden Fruit)  Level 166
    Mamoru (Warrior (Male))  Level 154
    Cordelia (Belladonna)  Level 133
    Subaru (Scout)  Level 109
    Alejandro (Taste Sensation)  Level 1
~     ~     ~
 
   “So give me some background,” Ian said. “Who’s who here?”
   Kitty rattled off a quick list of various facts about Ian’s acquired-by-conquest vassals. Serenity had
been fusing things together here in this Netherworld for over a century—she was probably the most
powerful vassal here, and she was also in control of the palace gardens. Kidd was a Netherworld
legend—he had lost all feeling in his right arm because of a fight with an incredibly powerful Magician
who had tried to declare himself Overlord and had managed to completely paralyze Kidd before the
Gunner could defeat him. The Magician had been slain and healers Bran and Rinjo had managed to
mostly cure the paralysis, but Kidd’s right arm—his dominant arm—remained immovable. Despite this
nearly-fatal setback, Kidd had not only survived it but overcome it. He was now proficient with every kind
of gun in existence, even having only one hand to shoot them with.
   Gloria was the oldest vassal still untransmigrated, a Granny who had been around as long as anybody
could remember. She was slightly insane, but that was okay—most good vassals were. It didn’t stop
anybody who needed advice from going to her for help. Nyo and Nyu were twin Hell Kitties, both very
little, very cute, and very insane. But that was still okay—they usually only showed it on the battlefield,
and usually only against their enemies.
   Bran was actually not from this Netherworld at all. He was a descendant of a fallen angel, and had
come to the previous Overlord for employment. He was now the best healer in the entire Netherworld,
and had become the Chief Healer of this Netherworld’s hospitals. Rinjo was his second-in-command,
an Apple Kid with a sweet disposition and an unfortunate pyrophobia that made him useless on the
battlefield. He was the grandson of old Melanthe Apellan, the head of the Apple Party in the Dark
Assembly—she was very disappointed that he could never become a war hero, considering his fear of
fire, but she took it remarkably well.
   Hiroya was the old Overlord’s first vassal, an old-fashioned Warrior who specialized in Morningstars.
Mamoru was Hiroya’s back-up, a fighter as brave as a lion, even in the face of overwhelming odds— he
was one of the new-fangled Warriors, the kind who fought with swords and without shirts. Cordelia the
beautiful floral Belladonna had been raised by Serenity from a seed, and despite her delicate
appearance was a viciously powerful fighter. She had battled the rogue Magician with Kidd and survived
where many other vassals had entered souldeath and become lost, even to the powers of
transmigration—had it not been for her, Kidd would have been killed instead of merely paralyzed.



   And of course, there was Nanairo and Subaru. Subaru was Kidd’s student and an accomplished shot
despite his relative newness in terms of vassal creation, and Nanairo had won the title of Biggest Liar in
the Netherworld for four years now. Both blushed with pleasure at the compliments.
   “You’re not on here, Kitty,” Ian said.
   “That’s because I’m not a vassal. I’m a Dark Assembly representative. I’m not technically part of
your army.”
   “Oh.” Ian couldn’t help sounding slightly disappointed.
   “Trust me, you don’t want me on your side in a fight anyways. I’d run away screaming.” Kitty
snapped her fingers. “Fight! You’ll need a weapon, milord!”
   “A weapon?” Ian considered. “But what am I proficient with?”
   Kitty ticked them off on her fingers. “Books, Boxes, Fans, and…” She stopped, her eye threatening to
twitch. “And…”
   Ian waited for about five seconds. “And…?”
   The badger girl was still struggling to respond when Nanairo abruptly stood up, a very solemn look on
her face. “Kitty, I think it’s time to fetch…that.”
   Kitty gasped, hands flying to her mouth. “That? You mean…that that?!”
   “Yes. That that.”
   “But the former Overlord sealed that up! That’s way too dangerous for us to use!”
   Ian made a mental note that, although Nanairo had said earlier that nobody was supposed to mention
the previous Overlord to him, everybody seemed to be doing so.
   “But it’s not too dangerous for an Overlord,” Subaru pointed out. “He could handle that.”
   “No way! Not that! Something safer, like a bazooka or a drill or—”
   “He’s proficient with them, Kitty,” Subaru said. “He can handle that.”
   “How did you know he was proficient with them?” Nanairo asked suspiciously.
   “Excuse me!” Ian interrupted. “What the heck is that supposed to be?”
   Nanairo, Subaru, and Kitty all turned to stare portentously at Ian. Even the Prinnies stopped stoking
the fires, watching the drama unfold.
   “Follow me,” Nanairo said in a sepulchral tone, “and I shall show you that.”
 
*     *     *
 
   A massive steel door, twelve feet tall and eleven wide, barred with iron, chained with silver, hammered
with boards, blocked with boulders, and locked with two dozen massive padlocks with the keys snapped
off in the keyholes loomed in front of them like a sullen sphinx.
   “Whoa,” Ian said softly.
   This that must be pretty dangerous, if they went to this much trouble to keep it locked up…
   “How do we get in?”
   Nanairo clicked a flashlight on underneath her face. “You cannot. The door to that is kept locked and
guarded at all times, except on the nights of the full moon, such as tonight…at which time the Overlord
must walk on their head down this corridor and stave off twenty million powerful ghosts armed only with
a toothpick and a loincloth—OW!!”
   “It’s never guarded, there are no ghosts, it’s a new moon tonight, and the Overlord doesn’t have to
do anything armed only with a toothpick and a loincloth!”
   “I hate you, Subaru!”
   “Well, we all hate you too, so stop with the waterworks and get this door open!”
   Nanairo sniffed, and gave Subaru a tear-streaked glare. “Fine. I will. I see how it is. Nobody loves
Nanairo. Let’s just abandon her to the wolves and let her open the door to that all by herself so she can



get eaten alive by the ghosts…”
   “Please, both of you, stop it!” Ian groaned.
   Nanairo and Subaru both jumped. “Sorry, milord!”
   “All right. Now, then, Nanairo—please, open this door for us.”
   “Well, since you asked so nicely,” Nanairo said, composure restored.
   Subaru stiffened suddenly. “Wait—Nanairo—you’re not going to—”
   Nanairo threw back her hair, reached behind her back, and pulled from nowhere a truly gigantic
magnet, at least twice the size of her head.
   Ian realized just exactly how Nanairo proposed to open the door just as Subaru dove at him and
knocked him out of the way.
   Kitty ran for her life.
   “Magnet Field!” Nanairo shouted.
   The door exploded.
 
*     *     *
 
   Ian regained his senses a few moments later to find himself clinging to Subaru for dear life, his arms
wrapped around Subaru’s waist, the Scout’s arms wrapped around Ian’s head. Subaru’s dive had
knocked them both against the nearest wall, just out of effect range.
   “Are you okay, milord?” Subaru gasped, sounding a bit winded.
   “I think so,” Ian answered, carefully disentangling himself from Subaru’s body. “What just…?”
   The question didn’t need to be asked. The entire gigantic barricaded door that had been blocking the
way to that was now tastefully decorating the opposite wall in pieces. A large Nanairo-shaped blob was
sticking out from the center of a particularly large piece of steel, magnet apparently still in hand (to judge
by the shape).
   “Oh my god, is she okay?” Ian asked worriedly, finding his hand stuck in one of the straps of
Subaru’s backpack.
   “Probably,” Subaru muttered. “Nanairo’s a lot tougher than she looks, you know…”
   Kitty stuck her head back around the nearest corner, behind which she had taken cover when Nanairo
had pulled out her magnet.
   “Is everything okay? Is everyone alive?”
   “We’re not sure,” Ian said, still staring at the perfect Nanairo-blob up on the wall.
   “Hmm?” Kitty followed his gaze. “Oh, I see. Don’t worry about her. I’ll go get the twins and Rinjo to
get her back into shape. She’ll be her old self again in no time.”
   “Are you sure?” Ian asked, still worried. “I mean, she kind of just got overkilled right there…”
   “Oh, I’m pretty sure she’s not dead. If she is, we can always just reincarnate her. Meanwhile, you’d
better go in there and get that quickly, before something really bad happens.” Kitty noticed the hesitation
still in Ian’s face. “Hurry up, milord! Nanairo’s fine—but that isn’t! Without some kind of control, that
could destroy this Netherworld as we know it!”
 
*     *     *
 
Many minutes later, far away in the land of Rhapsody, on the shores of the city of Bluecat…
 
   Gao the Great and Gluttonous, vassal of the mighty witch Marjoly, drove the prow of her ship into the
shore of Bluecat and leapt overboard onto the sand of the beach, followed by a dozen assorted Neko
Senshi her fellow vassal Myao had assigned to her for the purpose of tax collection. Brandishing her



fists and a wolfish grin—not difficult, considering that Gao was part wolf—Gao stomped up through the
sand directly into Bluecat, trailed by her cat henchmen.
   “Alrighties, peeps!” Gao bellowed, her tremendous voice echoing through most of the city. “I’m Gao
the Great, vassal of Marjoly! I’m here to collect the weekly Marjoly tribute!”
   The Neko Senshi—four Nyankos, four Nyankis, and four Nyanchis—raised their paws into the air and
did a little cat dance as they repeated Gao’s words. “Marjoly tribute, meow! Marjoly tribute, meow!”
   A man came forward, shaking from head to foot. “Great representative, we are sorry…but we couldn’t
finish the tribute…”
   Gao’s mood went from good to thunderingly bad in record time. “Couldn’t finish the tribute? What the
hell d’ya mean, ya couldn’t finish the tribute?! It’s just two hundred posters praising Marjoly’s beauty,
five hundred copies of a CD with original songs praising Marjoly’s beauty, and a couple thousand
balloons shaped exactly like Marjoly with detachable slogans praising Marjoly’s beauty! How hard can it
possibly be?!”
   “Well, um…great representative…we’re sorry…but we are one poster short of two hundred…”
   “INSUBORDINATION!!!” Gao bellowed. She didn’t know what insubordination was, but it sounded
good. “I can’t believe it!! Marjoly runs this whole world and you can’t even give her a tiny little tribute?!”
   “Insubordination, meow! Insubordination, meow!” the Nyankos, Nyankis, and Nyanchis chanted
together.
   “Great representative, it’s hardly tiny…”
   “So it’s MUTINY!!!” Gao roared, steam shooting out of her ears. “I see how it is! Then I’ll just have
to beat it out of you!”
   The Neko Senshi cheered. “Punishment, meow! Punishment, meow!”
   Gao advanced with her fists raised. The man saw his life flash before his eyes.
   A black hole opened in midair.
   The citizens of Bluecat all screamed and ran as Ian and a contingent of his vassals fell out of
blackness onto the streets of Bluecat, face-to-face with a startled Gao and a dozen astounded Neko
Senshi.
 
*     *     *
 
   “Who the hell are you freaks?” the dog-girl demanded.
   Ian recovered equilibrium, adjusted his glasses, and took a good look at the posse facing him. “Hey,
it’s Gao!”
   Gao preened. “Yes, I am Gao the Great, and—hey, wait a minute! Who the hell are you, and…” Gao
blinked. “…and why the hell are you carting around a magical girl stick?”
   Which he was.
   “Hey!” Ian brandished the stick in question—a bright, sparkling rod topped with spreading white wings
and a colorful heart. “Is there a problem with me carting around a magical girl stick?”
   “Uh, yeah…you’re not a girl.” Gao shook her head in disgust. “That’s just wrong, dude. Even Myao
wouldn’t use something that girly.”
   “Wrong, meow! Wrong, meow!” the Nyans chorused. “Girly man, meow! Girly man, meow!”
   Steam exploded out of Ian’s ears for the first time. It was an oddly invigorating feeling. “Excuse me?!
I’ll have you know, this is a Dream Baton! It’s been locked up in the depths of our Netherworld for
years! It’s powerful enough to incinerate you with one blow! And as an Overlord, I have the right to use
any kind of weaponry I want!”
   That knocked Gao’s complaints of girliness right out of her head. She let out a bellow that shook all of
Bluecat. “AHA!! An Overlord! REBELLION!!! You’re trying to overthrow Marjoly!”



   “Rebellion, meow! Rebellion, meow!” the Nyans caroled. “Punishment, meow! Punishment, meow!”
   “No, actually,” Ian snapped. “I was just—”
   “Quick! ASSASSINATION!!! Go, Nyankos, Nyankis, and Nyankas!”
   “It’s Nyanchi, meow!” one particularly brave Neko Senshi piped up.
   Gao rolled her eyes. “Whatever, just go!”
   The Nyans all looked at each other, shrugged—and pulled out a truly mindboggling array of weaponry,
from Katanas to Beam Sabers to Flamethrowers to Bombs.
   Ian looked at the dodectet of Neko Senshi—or, more specifically, at their plethora of equipment—and
blanched. “Um, somebody please do something…fast?!”
   Nanairo jumped forward. Subaru and Kitty’s predictions had proved correct—once she was pried off
the wall and stuffed with a few healing spells, Nanairo had gone right back to her old self without a
problem. “You got it, milord!” She pulled out her magnet. “Gravity Blast!”
   “YOW!” Gao and the Nyans all yelped, as the massive force of gravity compressed down upon them.
   “Hurry, Ian!” Subaru shouted. “Combo them!”
   “Oh, right!” Ian mentally smacked himself for forgetting the basic rule of
Disgaea-strategy-battles—namely, combo combo combo, because the bigger the combo, the bigger the
damage—and seized the first name that came to his mind. “Serenity, Solar Laser!”
   Serenity, the level 330 Fusionist, was an old hand at battles and a mistress of comboing. No sooner
had the words left Ian’s lips then she hefted a powerfully magical Sunflower above her head and
shouted, her words starting just as Ian’s stopped, “Solar Laser!”
   A massive explosion blew Gao and the Nyans high into the air.
   “We give up, meow!” the Nyans cried—then they hit the ground and sprawled there, senseless.
   “You wimps!” Gao shouted, just before she too hit the ground with an earth-shaking whumpf.
   Ian swung a wild glance around at his remaining vassals. “Um, Kidd! Psychic Blast Gao!”
   Kidd flipped his poncho aside, grabbed his rifle with his left hand, and flipped it up one-handed. “Bang
on, boss!”
   He aimed, and suddenly he was in eight places at once, and then he fired.
   BANG!!
   Gao yelped as eight bullets struck her at once. “Yowie!!”
   Ian knew he had to keep the combo going, or it would break and be rendered useless. “Mamoru,
Dimension Slash!”
   Mamoru threw Ian a quick nod, then leapt into the air and split the dimension with an inconceivably
powerful downward slash.
   “YOWCH!!” Gao shrieked.
   Ian was getting the hang of ordering a combo in real life as opposed to in a video game now. “Nyu,
Nyo, double-team Dragon Rage her!”
   Both Hell Kitties rushed forward fast as thought, nunchaku raised. As the smoke from Mamoru’s
Dimension Slash died away, the twin Kitties were on Gao.
   “Punishment, mew!” Nyu—or was it Nyo?—meowed.
   “Punishment, mew!” Nyo—unless it was Nyu—agreed.
   They smashed Gao upwards together.
   “YEEK!!” Gao screamed, as she was bashed around by two grey Predators with nunchucks.
   “Subaru, hurry!” Ian yelled. “Inferno her while I use Heart Breaker!”
   “I…” Subaru hesitated, then blurted it out. “I don’t know Inferno!”
   “Then Totenkruez, quickly!” Ian shouted, raising that—the powerful Dream Baton—into the air. “Before
the combo breaks! Heart Breaker!”
   A massive heart-shaped blaster swallowed Gao whole and shattered, bombarding her with magical-girl



power.
   “YEEARGH!!” Gao shrieked, smashed from all sides by magical pink power.
   Subaru leapt high into the air, pulled out his handgun, and fired. As Gao fell from the Heart Breaker, a
massive fiery cross immolated her from above.
   Subaru landed. Ian held the terrible Dream Baton at the ready. Nanairo and Serenity waited, magnet
and sunflower in hand. Mamoru had his sword in the guard position. Kidd shielded his face with hat and
poncho, rifle still in his hand. Nyu and Nyo, the closest to the fiery cross of the Totenkruez, covered their
eyes and waited.
   “Did we get her?” Nanairo asked as the fire slowly died away into smoke.
   “Not yet!”
   Gao stepped out of the smoke and flame, bruised and battered and not looking at all happy about it.
Nanairo screamed.
   “Now it’s my turn!” Gao shouted. “Blitzkrieg!”
   “Look out!!” Serenity shouted.
   But it was too late.
   Gao bunched her formidable muscles and erupted all over with electricity, crackling like a Van de
Graaff generator, surrounding herself with boomerangs of lightning. Before Nyu and Nyo could even
open their eyes, she was on them—and over them, running them over like a bulldozer, smashing them
beneath so much electrical power that they were down before their allies could even blink, arrowing
straight for Ian.
   Ian couldn’t move. Even if he had been able to, he couldn’t have. Gao was arrowing at him like a god
of thunder, so fast, so bolstered by electrical power that she more resembled a giant stormcloud than a
human, coming straight at him
   smashing into something
   something that crashed into him
   and Ian fell over backwards, Mamoru singed and motionless against him, and the air stood suddenly
still.
 
 
   “Oh my God…Mamoru…”
   The words barely had breath. Ian couldn’t be bothered enough to give them any.
   Mamoru was slumped against him, thrown over his lap like an afghan, eyes closed, face far too
peaceful for a warrior in the middle of a battle. Blisters were bubbling up across the lines of his
unprotected bare chest, red welts streaking his stomach and arms—his clothes were smoking ever so
slightly, giving off the odious stench of seared fabric. But Ian couldn’t smell it.
   Gao bounded back with an exclamation of annoyance. “Tch! Missed!”
   Ian reached out with trembling fingers and brushed Mamoru’s shoulder. A spark jumped from
Mamoru’s body to Ian’s, stinging the boy’s palm.
   “Mamoru…!” Ian’s voice wobbled like a child just learning to walk.
   “C’mon, I still got more!” Gao shouted, striking the fisticuff pose beloved by fist-fighters across
gaming history. “Gimme your best shot! I can defeat a dragon with my bare hands—I’m way more than a
match for you!”
 
 
   Something burned down Ian’s throat, hit his heart, and exploded.
 
 



   “HOW DARE YOU TOUCH MY VASSALS!!!!! CHAOS SINGULARITY!!!!!”
   Ian spoke the words without conscious thought, but knew as soon as he spoke them that they were
more than just idle insanity. They were more than chance usage. They were more than empty threats.
   They blazed with an Overlord’s mana.
   What happened next was indescribable, even to all that were there to see it. The only way to put it was
that a hole in nature opened, and swallowed Gao whole, encasing her in pure disorder without hiding her
at all. Convulsions and meteors and kaleidoscopes of pure chaos smashed through Gao like giant squid,
blazing through her and around her in a dance of ultimate physical anarchy. Gao screamed once.
   Only once.
 
*     *    *
 
   It was Nanairo who broke the silence that followed Gao’s defeat.
   “Um…so…milord?” The Prism Mage swallowed. “What do we do now?”
   Ian looked up at Nanairo, and what startled Nanairo far more than the display of furious power she had
just seen were the tears streaming down her Overlord’s face.
   “We can heal them, right?” Ian had to speak around a lump like a rock in his throat. “They’ll be okay,
right?”
   Nanairo was struck dumb. Anger, fury, revenge, possessiveness—these were all emotions and
situations she understood. Fear, horror, depression—these, too, she could comprehend. But sadness? In
an Overlord? It was as much an oxymoron as saying that a butterfly possessed the will to kill.
   It was Serenity who stepped forward and, like a mother, laid her hand lightly on Ian’s shoulder.
   “Of course,” she said quietly. “Don’t worry.”
   Ian made a visible effort to pull himself together—he rubbed his hands up underneath his glasses,
across his eyes, and took a focused breath.
   “Okay. Good. Then, right now, we’re heading back to our Netherworld.”
   Nanairo’s brain ground back into slow action. “Uh, hey, Overlord? What do we, um…”
   She gestured vaguely at Gao’s still-smoking body. “What do we do with her? I mean, she’s one of
Overlord Marjoly’s vassals…”
   Ian got to his feet, lifting Mamoru up with him, gauze and silk whispering around the both of them. His
eyes burned beneath a layer of too-thick liquid.
   “Not anymore.”
 
*     *     *
 
   Kitty was waiting for them when they returned through Hazuki’s dimensional gateway.
   “Hey, milord, great news! There’s a new monster class available in the vassal creation
generator—Neko Senshi! You must have run into some, huh? Did you have fun out in Blu—oh, no!”
   Nanairo was the first out of the dimensional gateway. Behind her, however, came Ian and Kidd,
carrying between them the fallen Mamoru—and behind them, each carrying a sad bundle of fur that had
once been one-half of a killer-twin-Hell-Kitty duo, were Serenity and Subaru.
   Kitty’s emerald-nailed hands flew to her mouth.
   “What happened?! Are you okay, milord?! I’ll go get Bran right away! Did you get ambushed?! Who
attacked you?! How did you ever—who are you?!”
   “Hey, nice digs,” Gao said, looking around.
   “Excuse me?!” Kitty took at least three steps away. “Milord, who is this…person?!”
   “This is Gao,” Ian said, casting a knife-edged glare over his shoulder at the newly reincarnated Gao.



“She’s my new vassal. She’s going to become the palace’s new bathroom cleaner.”
   “She’s a dog!!” Kitty exploded.
   “Nah, I’m a wolf,” Gao explained, twitching her tail. “See?”
   “We have more important things to worry about right now than your species!” Ian snarled.
   “Yeah,” Kitty agreed, turning on her heel, her nose in the air and her proverbial hackles raised. “I
have to go get Bran. If you’ll excuse me…”
   “Oh, whatever,” Gao muttered. “I just killed a few vassals, get over it already. Hey, badger-chick. Got
something to ask ya.”
   Kitty froze mid-step and pivoted slowly, bristling. “What?”
   “Where’s the kitchen?”
 
*     *     *
 Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords’ Dance

Etna: By some incredible twist of fate, Etna has been made the mistress of over a dozen beautiful men…
Ian: Hey, those are all MY vassals!
Etna: Although Etna protests, this bevy of beauties take their pleasure from obeying her every whim…
Ian: You’re not protesting at all!
Etna: Etna finds herself weakening to the advances of the man who loves her the most…
Ian: HEY!! THAT’S SUBARU!!
Etna: But out of nowhere…a dilemma! A mystery man appears, and steals Etna’s heart with one look!
Ian: AND THAT’S—! Wait a minute, that’s…
Etna: Next time, on aef6a7w4egfasdcbw$: A Woman’s Passion, Episode Seven, “The Test of Love!”
Ian: You do know Gao’s a girl, right?
Etna: WHAT?! ARE YOU KIDDING ME?!?!?! CUT!! REDO!! REDO!!!
 



7 - Episode Seven

The Netherworld of the Princess Chris…
 
   “NO!” Laharl raged. “NO, NO, NO!!! I REFUSE TO BE YOUR VASSAL!!!”
   “Then let’s be friends!”
   “AAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGHHHH!!!!!”
   “Can I take it that you’ll be my vassal instead?”
   The only reply was Laharl’s agonized panting.
   “I thought so.”
   “This…is…cheating!”
   “No, this is a Netherworld, Harlie—do you mind if I call you Harlie?”
   “With every bone in my body!”
   “Happy birthday.”
   “EEEEEEEEYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!”
   “Harlie it is, then.” Chris snapped her fingers. “Emiko!”
   Emiko threw out her hand in a crisp salute. “YES, MY PRINCESS!”
   “I want you to get everybody in my Netherworld and gather them together for a celebration.”
   “Celebration, Princess?”
   “Yes. A celebration. The biggest damn celebration any Netherworld has ever seen.” Chris ticked off
important points on her fingers while Laharl tried to recover himself and Etna and Flonne fluttered
anxiously on the sidelines, not entirely sure what they were supposed to be doing. “I want the Idols and
the Magi in charge of the decorating, and I want all the flowers to be black and all the fabric to be white. I
want the Succubi in charge of the music, and I want the most danceable rocking-out love songs there
are playing during the whole thing. And I want enough food to even fill up Ian.”
   Emiko saluted again, even more crisply. “Excellent, Princess! I shall find this Ian and determine how
much food it takes to fill him, or die trying!”
   Oops. “Uh…on second thought, scratch that, Emiko. I want enough food to feed everybody here in the
Netherworld twice over.”
   Emiko took the change of directives well. “Yes, Princess! Right away, Princess!”
   The female warrior turned around and charged purposefully towards the door—and almost ran smack
into a girl with pale blue hair and brilliant ruby eyes, dressed in an unusual white suit with a stuffed rabbit
held loosely in the crook of one arm.
   Chris looked at her and blinked. “Hey…you’re Pleinair, aren’t you?”
   The girl didn’t say anything. She walked up to Chris, ignoring the fact that she had almost been run
over by Emiko, and held out a letter sealed in a black envelope. Perplexed, Chris took it.
   Pleinair nodded once, turned around, and left without ever uttering a single word.
   “Wha…?”
   Patience being low on the list of an Overlord’s qualities, Chris ripped open the envelope, and
withdrew from it a piece of paper the deep carmine shade of blood, etched with sharply-inked letters as
black as night.

~   ~   ~
To Her Majesty the Princess Chris,



 
An Overlord’s Conference has been called to discuss your rampant pillaging of your neighbors’
Netherworlds. You shall be put on trial for the murder of two Overlords and the power-hungry
desire to dominate the Dark Congress; if you are found guilty as charged, you shall be stripped
of your Overlord status and forcibly transmigrated into a Prinny.
 
If you attempt to avoid your trial in any way, the sentence stated above shall be passed
regardless.
 
The Conference has been called immediately, in Gate ZPG-52. We expect to see you soon.
 
Overlords of the Dark Congress
~   ~   ~

   “What is it, Princess?” Hatoko asked, sounding concerned.
   “It’s…”
   Chris couldn’t find words to express the words staring her in the face. She was being put on trial? For
the murder of two Overlords? But Laharl wasn’t dead, he was her vassal!
   A sneaking thought insinuated itself into her mind, pointing out that he had seemed awfully dead until
he had been brought back to her Netherworld and revived by a Cleric, but Chris stomped on that.
   “What is it, Princess?” Hatoko repeated, anxiety creeping into her voice.
   “I’m…on trial!”
   Hatoko went the color of a corpse. From down the hall Emiko had run off into, there was a long, loud,
piercing scream, like somebody being stabbed to death with a paper clip.
   “What?” Chris asked, thrown.
   “On trial?!?!” Hatoko gasped, stumbling backwards and running into the wall, eyes locked onto Chris
as though with a padlock. “No! Surely not!”
   There was a sound of pounding footsteps, and suddenly Emiko exploded back into the room like a
torpedo, eyes streaming with tears.
   “NO!!!” Emiko roared. “I shall not permit this!! If my princess wishes to dominate more Netherworlds,
she will dominate more Netherworlds!! Fight on, Princess!! I shall face the entire Dark Congress for you
if I must!!!”
   For a moment, Chris spared a thought to marvel at the support of her vassals. What had she done to
earn such devotion? But at the same time, something else more important caught her attention. “Wait.
Dominate more Netherworlds?”
   “That is the reason for the trial, Princess,” Hatoko said, bravely fighting back the tears that Emiko was
spraying all over the floor. “You are expanding too quickly…but I am with Emiko. I shall defend you till the
end, until the last breath is driven from my body!”
   “But I don’t want to dominate any other Netherworlds,” Chris protested.
   There was a resounding silence.
   “What?!” Laharl gasped out, forcing himself upright. “Then why the hell did you conquer mine?!”
   “Because I’m your number one ichiban fangirl, stupid! You’re the only Overlord I wanted to conquer,
because I wanted you as my vassal! Other than you, I don’t care about any of the other Netherworlds.”
   “You don’t?” Emiko repeated.
   “I don’t.” Chris pondered that for a second. “So, if I’m going on trial because they think I’m
expanding too fast…”



   “Yes,” Hatoko agreed.
   “…then if I explained that this was a one-time thing and I plan on leaving people alone after this, would
they let me off?”
   “Yes!” Emiko exclaimed.
   “Probably!” Hatoko cried.
   “NO!” Laharl screamed.
   Etna raised her eyebrows. “You mean you only attacked us because you wanted the Prince? Wow.
You’re a pretty interesting girl.”
   “I’m not sure ‘interesting’ is the right word…” Flonne said helplessly.
   “Well, that settles it!” Chris declared. “I’ll explain myself, I’ll get let off, and then…”
   Emiko and Hatoko stared, waiting for the conclusion of the sentence.
   Chris looked over at Laharl, and smiled wickedly. “And then I can have my party.”
 
      *  *  *
 
The Netherworld of the Emperor Edi…
 
   Jubilation reigned in the Netherworld of Emperor Edi.
   “All right! The task is over! Now we can get down to the important part of your schedule, Emperor!
Hurry now, there’s not a moment to lose!”
   “You’re alive, Emperor! You survived! You won The Shadow contest! That swordsmanship was
exquisite! Supreme! Stupendous!”
   “She did not injure you in any way, Emperor?! She did not slash you, stab you, impale you, sting you,
prick you, cut you…”
   “Well, now I have your materials, Emperor. I’ll go get started on the cannon.”
   “You might just have to skip the destruction and get right to the pillaging, but maybe we can squeeze
in some destruction amid the ruinous warfare to make up for that.”
   “Fantastic! Amazing! Marvelous! Stunning! Incredible! Mindblowing!”
   “…wound you, harm you, bruise you, bump you, concuss you, break you, hurt you, hit you…”
   “It was fun adventuring with you, Emperor. We should do it again sometime.”
   “Maybe we can even shave a few minutes off lunch to make room for the other things, I mean, how
much time does it really take to eat…”
   “Emperor!”
   Shiori’s alarmed shout broke Edi’s vassals’ monologues.
   Standing in Isolde’s alcove waiting for them all was, not Isolde and not Mastication, but a pale girl with
bright blue hair and ruby-red eyes. In one hand, she carried a stuffed shark; in the other, a black
envelope.
   “Pleinair!!” Edi exploded.
   The girl inclined her head, walked up to Edi, and held out the envelope, which he reflexively took. As
soon as the envelope left her fingers, she dissolved into thin air as though she had never been.
   “Uh-oh,” Setsuna said mildly.
   Miaki whirled on her. “ ‘Uh-oh’? ‘Uh-oh’?! What do you mean, ‘uh-oh’?!?!”
   “Well, Pleinair is the emissary of the Dark Congress,” Setsuna said. “The congregation of the
Overlords. For her to be delivering a message here…”
   “Is the Emperor in trouble, dood?” Captain Clove asked.
   Setsuna brought her foot down on Captain Clove’s head.
   “How dare you even suggest such a thing,” she said idly, as Captain Clove lay stunned on the



ground.
   Butterflies beginning to flutter in his stomach, Edi ripped open the envelope, hoping very very hard that
he wasn’t in the kind of trouble that he was suddenly beginning to fear he was.

~   ~   ~
To His Excellency the Emperor Edi,
 
An Overlord’s Conference has been called to discuss the rampant pillaging of Netherworlds by
the Overlord Princess Christine and the heinous thievery of another Overlord’s vassal by the
Overlord Lord Ian. You are requested to observe the trial and pass judgment on the two
Overlords and their crimes.
 
The Conference has been called immediately, in Gate ZPG-52. We expect to see you soon.
 
Overlords of the Dark Congress
~   ~   ~

   Edi blinked. Then he blinked again.
   “What is it, Emperor?” Shiori asked urgently. “What’s happened?!”
   “I’m…being asked to observe a trial,” Edi said blankly.
   Everyone in the room breathed a massive sigh of relief, even Setsuna, although she made an effort to
keep it small and unnoticeable.
   “Oh, thank goodness,” Aki sighed. “I was becoming worried…”
   “Good?!” Miaki shrieked. “How is this good?! A trial is going to annihilate the schedule!! How will we
possibly fit in pillaging when the Emperor has to—”
   Setsuna pulled out her remote control and fried Miaki with it.
   “But that’s not the weird thing,” Edi said, staring at the letter, barely noticing that Miaki was now a
discordant smoking mass on the floor. “The weird thing is…the two Overlords who’re being put on
trial…their names…”
   “What about their names, Emperor?” Shiori inquired.
   “Well, the one…Princess Christine…Christine is my sister’s name. And the other one, Lord Ian…Ian is
the name of one of my friends.”
   “Princess Christine? Lord Ian?” Setsuna frowned. “Unusual. I haven’t heard anything about them so
far. They must be new Overlords.”
   “They must be,” Aki agreed. “I have never heard of them either.”
   “Well, soon enough we will,” Shiori said. “We’d better get a move on, Emperor. One does not keep
the Dark Congress waiting.”
 
      *  *  *
 
The Netherworld of the Lord Ian…
 
   Nanairo was in her element.
   “Scrub harder, dog-girl! If you don’t scrub harder, the toilet scum will mutate into horrendous Tofu
Giants and eat us all alive in our beds! Less weight forward on your knees! If you lean forward too much,



the tiles will break and you’ll have to replace them with rubies grown by your toes! Get more soap on
that brush! It’s all gone by now! You’re not scrubbing right, dog-girl! You’ll have to try the REAL way to
scrub out toilets—stand on your head and put your feet on the moon, then whistle our Netherworld’s
anthem backwards while sticking a shovel in your left ear with your right hand and holding the brush with
your belly button! Come on now, double-time!”
   “Will you shut up?!” Gao demanded, wishing to Heaven and Hell both that she was still Marjoly’s
vassal and she had the freedom to rip this annoying bossy little Mage to pieces. “Nobody can do that!”
   “Oh! OH! She’s refusing to follow the Overlord’s orders!” Nanairo whirled and seized a crystal rotary
telephone conveniently located on the bathroom counter. “Kitty? Get me the Overlord. Overlord? Yes,
your new vassal is refusing to scrub toilets in the proper way.
   “What is the proper way? You stand on your head and put your feet on the moon, then whistle our
Netherworld’s anthem backwards while sticking a shovel in your left ear with your right hand and
holding the brush with your belly button. I thought everybody knew that, Overlord!
   “Yes, well, she’s refusing to do it. Do I have your permission to punish her?”
   “Punish me?!” Gao exploded. “For not doing something that ridiculous?!”
   “Now she’s calling the time-honored technique of toilet scrubbing ridiculous, Overlord.”
   “Time-honored!! It’s impossible!!”
   “I may? Oh, THANK you, Overlord!”
   Nanairo hung up the telephone, a little smile on her face. She looked back at Gao, and that little smile
twisted into a hugely insane Cheshire grin. Gao broke out in a cold sweat.
   Nanairo pulled out her magnet.
   “AAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
 
 
   Ian hung up the telephone that Kitty had held out to him and let himself double over laughing. “Oh my
God! Nanairo is hysterical!”
   “What did she want?” Subaru asked curiously.
   “She wanted permission to punish Gao,” Ian explained, racked by his laughter. “For not scrubbing the
toilet the ‘time-honored way’…which of course involves putting your feet on the moon and holding the
brush in your belly button.”
   Subaru swallowed a hoot of laughter. “That’s just like her. You know, I think this is the first time
Nanairo’s lying has actually been useful for something.”
   “I’ll have to make her Gao’s permanent supervisor,” Ian said, recovering himself as best he could.
“Gao SO deserves it.”
   “Overlord?” Kitty said cautiously. “I don’t mean to interfere, but the transmigration process is
underway and it’s best not to stop in the middle of it…”
   “Oh, of course,” Ian said contritely, wiping his fingers across his eyes. “I’m sorry, let’s finish that.”
   “Place your hands on the ball, Overlord, we need mana for Mamoru…”
   Ian laid his fingers on the crystalline ball he had used to create Alej, one last giggle at Nanairo’s
domination of Gao escaping him. Subaru watched him in something like admiration as light flowed forth
from the crystal ball and illuminated his smile. The last Overlord had never smiled like that. In fact, the
last Overlord had never really smiled.
   The light vanished, and a whorling mass of glittering mana rose between Ian’s fingers. Ian inhaled,
focusing, and the mana leapt to the body of Mamoru, which Kidd had laid gently beside the crystal ball.
For a moment the mana hovered, as though uncertain—then it leapt into Mamoru’s chest and changed
his form into sparkling uncertainty.
   Ian and Kitty were both so focused on the transmigration of Mamoru from one form to another that



they didn’t even notice when a girl with short sky-blue hair and huge ruby-red eyes literally walked out
of thin air next to them.
   Subaru jumped. “Who are you?!”
   The girl looked at Subaru with a curiously blank expression, and with startling suddenness was
suddenly directly in front of him.
   Subaru fell back a pace, hand snatching for his gun. “What are you doing he—?!”
   An ebony envelope was in his hand instead of his gun before he could even register that the girl had
placed it there. The girl locked gazes with Subaru, and without conscious thought, Subaru suddenly
realized that the girl wanted the envelope to be given to Ian.
   “This…is for the Overlord?” Subaru asked uncertainly.
   The girl nodded with apparent satisfaction.
   “But—”
   There was no time for buts. The girl turned around and walked purposefully around behind Ian’s back.
She disappeared from Subaru’s vision…and did not reappear. Somewhere between passing behind Ian
and coming back into visibility, she had vanished as mysteriously as she had come.
   Subaru gaped. To teleport away so effortlessly, without even the services of a Dimensional
Gatekeeper…
   “Success!” Ian exclaimed jubilantly.
   Subaru snapped back to himself as Ian rushed past him in a glitter of crystals and reached out to help
pull a slightly dazed Mamoru to his feet. Although Mamoru had not changed class—he was still a male
Warrior—he had now changed group; Ian had promoted from a Fighter to a Gladiator. His brown hair now
resembled bronzed gold, and his clothes, perhaps stained by mana, had changed colors as well; his red
headband and sash had turned green, and his brown pants had gone a deep pacific blue.
   “I love the Gladiator coloring,” Ian muttered, as though to himself. “Whoa! Steady!” For Mamoru,
shaky on legs that had never before been transmigrated, had half-fallen against Ian, who buckled, not
used to trying to hold up one hundred and seventy pounds of pure muscle. “Are you okay?!”
   “I…yes,” Mamoru managed, shaking his head slightly drunkenly. “ ’M sorry…Overlord…it’s just…real…”
   “Bizarre,” Ian supplied. “I bet.”
   For a moment, Subaru lost track of himself. Then Ian’s voice brought him sharply back to reality.
   “Subaru? Are you okay?”
   “This,” Subaru blurted out, shoving the letter into Ian’s free hand. “This…some strange girl with blue
hair, she…”
   “Blue hair?”
   “Blue hair and red eyes, and a red bow on her head, and a white dress—”
   “Was she by any chance wearing high white platform boots?” Ian interrupted.
   “Yes! She—” Subaru stopped, feeling suddenly very stupid. “Do you…know her?”
   “That sounds like Pleinair,” Ian mused. “What was she doing here? And why would she have a letter
for—?”
   His voice was cut off by Kitty’s scream.
   “PLEINAIR?!?! Oh my frickin’ god, PLEINAIR was HERE?!?!”
   “I think,” Subaru said, feeling stupider by the moment. Who was this Pleinair that everyone seemed to
know except him?
   Kitty lunged at Subaru and began shaking him like a maraca. “PLEINAIR WAS HERE AND YOU
DIDN’T TELL ME?!?! THE MESSENGER OF THE DARK CONGRESS HERSELF WAS HERE AND
YOU LET ME MISS IT?!?! WHY DIDN’T YOU SAY SOMETHING?!?! WHY DIDN’T YOU SLAP ME?!?!
WHY DIDN’T YOU TIE HER UP AND HOLD HER CAPTIVE UNTIL I COULD GET HER AUTOGRAPH,
SUBARU?!?!?! I THOUGHT WE WERE FRIENDS!!!!!!!”



   Humongous black thunderheads roiled up around Kitty with the weight of her despair, and began to
rain on Subaru’s head.
   “Overlord?” Mamoru asked, his voice a little stronger than it had been a minute ago. “Who’s
Pleinair?”
   “She’s…” Ian frowned. “Well, she’s a lot of things, really. She’s Nippon Ichi’s mascot; she’s the
receptionist for the Dark Assembly of Laharl’s Netherworld; she’s a reporter for the SatteliTV News
Program…”
   “I watch her every week!” Kitty interrupted devoutly. “She’s also the messenger for the Dark
Congress itself! She rose to that position from being a simple receptionist, just like me! I want to be just
like her in a few centuries!!”
   Turned from despair to idolization, the rainclouds disappeared, to be replaced by a drift of sparkling
rose blossoms which appeared out of nowhere and buried Subaru in a manner similar to snowflakes.
   Ian stared at his rose-covered Scout. “That was unexpected.”
   “What are you waiting for?!” Kitty snapped. “Open the letter, Overlord!” Then her hands flew to her
mouth. “Oh no! I mean, I didn’t mean to presume—to order—to—that is—”
   “Well, no, you’re right, I should,” Ian agreed, tearing open the envelope.

~   ~   ~
To His Supremacy the Lord Ian,
 
An Overlord’s Conference has been called to discuss your blatant thievery of another
Overlord’s vassal. This complaint has been brought against you by Marjoly, Overlord of Marl, on
account of the Dog-Girl vassal Gao. You shall be put on trial for the theft of this vassal; if you are
found guilty as charged, you shall be deprived of your mana and all vassals currently under your
command.
 
If you attempt to avoid your trial in any way, you shall be stripped of your Overlord status and
forcibly transmigrated into a Prinny.
 
The Conference has been called immediately, in Gate ZPG-52. We expect to see you soon.
 
Overlords of the Dark Congress
~   ~   ~

   The blood drained from Ian’s face.
   “Overlord?” Kitty asked, her voice tinged with fear. Responding once again to her change in
emotions, the glittering roses crushing Subaru vanished—to be replaced by an explosion of frightened
chickens who trampled him into the floor in their eagerness to escape.
   “Overlord?” Mamoru asked, sounding alarmed. “Is it a declaration of war?”
   “N—no,” Ian forced out, his stomach twisting itself into knots. “No! I’m on trial!”
   Somewhere in the palace, in the middle of tormenting Gao, Nanairo felt all of her hair stand on end.
Down beneath the palace, in the blazing earth-colored kitchen, Alej dropped a tower of plates on top of a
Prinny with a horrific crash. In the Netherworld hospital, where the Hell Kitties Nyu and Nyo were being
revived by Bran, Rinjo, and Cordelia, three light bulbs exploded and Cordelia’s petals went brown at the
edges. Out on the hillside, Kidd misjudged his aim for the first time in a decade and almost killed



Serenity, who froze in the middle of pulling up weeds with frissions running over her spine.
   Kitty and Mamoru both gasped.
   “No way!” Kitty expostulated. “What for?!”
   “For stealing Gao.” Ian looked helplessly up from the letter. “I thought I was allowed to steal Gao if I
defeated her!”
   “You are!” Kitty said stalwartly. “It’s completely legal!” She considered. “Well, as legal as anything
ever is here, anyway.”
   “But then why am I on trial?!”
   “Because Marjoly’s a sour old—” Mamoru began.
   “Don’t say things like that!” Kitty said hastily. “She’s still a level 2500 Overlord, even if she is a…”
   Unable to say the term, Kitty fell silent. And unable to think of anything to say, Ian and Mamoru
followed her example.
   The silence filled the room rather terribly. Then Subaru, covered in chicken feathers and scratches,
cleared his throat.
   “You have to go, Overlord.”
   Ian, Kitty, and Mamoru all looked at Subaru, who blushed uncomfortably. That had come out sounding
horrible.
   “I mean…not that you weren’t going to…and not because you’re wrong! But if…to make…to clear
yourself. To prove that you’re still within the rights of Netherworld illegality. It’s in the Sacred Tome, the
rules of Overlord powers and rights and abilities. Kitty, you’re a Dark Assembly representative, you
have a copy, right?”
   “Of course,” Kitty said, flicking her tail.
   “Chapter Two Hundred Seventeen, Statute Seven Thousand Ninety-Two, Paragraph Three: ‘A vassal
who challenges an Overlord to combat forfeits all ties to their own Overlord upon loss of the duel.’ Gao
challenged us, and lost, so she lost her status as Marjoly’s vassal. You had the right to take her
yourself.”
   “I did?”
   Subaru nodded.
   Ian inhaled deeply. “All right. All right. If I do, then I have nothing to worry about. I go to the trial, I point
out the book, and I get off. And I keep all of you. Right?”
   “Well…” Subaru didn’t want to say it, but felt he had to. “As long as the Dark Congress doesn’t vote
to change or overrule the Sacred Tome…”
   Ian, whose color had been coming back, blanched again. “Are they likely to?”
   “No,” Mamoru declared.
   There was a pause.
   “Maybe,” Subaru hedged.
   There was a longer pause.
   “Yes,” Kitty admitted. “Overlord Marjoly has more seniority, more mana, and more voice in the
Congress than you do, Overlord. But the Sacred Tome’s on your side without adjustment, and that
might be enough.”
   “How would that be enough, if they can change it whenever they want to?!”
   Kitty shrugged. “Because usually Overlords have to change the Sacred Tome to make themselves
legal.”
   “…Oh…”
   “Well, you must leave at once, then, Overlord,” Kitty said, her tail whipping about purposely. “I’ll
summon all the available vassals—you must have the best honor guard available. A first impression can
move a Netherworld, you know!”



 
*     *     *
 Next Time, on Disgaea: Overlords’ Dance

Etna: Once upon a time, there was a mighty Prince Chris who rode a black horse on her great quest…
Chris: Haha! Don’t I look hot, Harlie? Don’t I? DON’T I?!
Etna: The great Prince Chris rode to the enchanted castle to rescue her cursed love…
Laharl: You’re not hot at all! Now shut up and go away!
Etna: Her one and only love: Princess Laharl!
Laharl: WHAT?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!
Chris: BWAHAHAHAHA!!! LAHARL’S WEARING A DRESS!!! OMG, FANGIRLNESS HEAVEN!!!!
Etna: Standing in the way between Prince Chris and Princess Laharl is only the evil fairy…Maleflonne!
Chris: Not for long she won’t!! I’m gonna get my crossdressing Laharl!!! OHOHOHOHOHOHOHO!!!!!!!
Flonne: Why am I always the villain?!
Etna: Next time, on Sleeping Laharl, Episode Eight, “The Great Final Battle!”
Chris: I’m gonna marry you, Laharl!!
Laharl: ETNA!!!!!!! YOU TRAITOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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